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INTRODUCTION

Cf The four great elegies in English literature, Lycidus,
Thyrsis, Auonais and In Memoriam, the last stands as a monument to
personal grief and as an inquiry into the human condition in an
age fraught with malaise--a malaise not unlike that of 1970.

In

the Victorian Age, as two centuries earlier in the 17th century
and a century later in the 20th, the intellectual questioned social,
political, religious, and ec nomic values--values for the most part
establis-ed by and maintained by the middle class.

When any

established belief or faith is once questioned, however slightly,
it eltimately becomes necessary to re-examine the

elief or practice

in depth and to adapt it to a particular age or to modify it, or
if the belief or practice has beccme untenable, to discard it in
favor of another.
:t is in In Memoriam, the most representative poem of
Victorian malaise, that Tennyson questions the established beliefs
and values of the Victorian society--a society fearful of change
in the status quo, smug in its self-righteousness and complacent
in its economic superiority.

The poet does not always arrive at

satisfactory conclusions in his questioning, but in the process he
exhibits the very crux of the Victorian fra7e of mind:

ambiFuity,

dichctcmv, confusion, and frustration.
In the tradition of Bion and Maschus, Tennyson is confused
and frustrated by the death of Arthur "allcm.
1

This confusion and

-

rant We%
the any elegy of t', four great

;

ht Tir;

ni5h eleT,ies that is -..c-iv-Ited

by personal grief; Tennyson alone among Milton, Arnold, and Shelley
intimately 'Knew a::si loved the subjecl of the diseur_eive poem which
was to commemorate his would-be brother-in-law's untimely death
and, at the same time, expire those religious, social, economic,
and scientific problems which were ever present in the intellectual
milieu of an age in transition.
In exploring the intellectual milieu of the 1830's, 1840's,

3

and 1850's in In Memoriam, Tennyson exhibits a movement of mind
from an attitude of utter dejection and negation which progresses
through e center of indifference to arrive at a tentative faith.
This movement of mind is essentially Tennyson's spiritual odyssey
undertaken after the death of his friend Arthur Hallam (a death
which galvanized the poet to question the meaning of life, death,
and man's relationship to himself, his fellow man, and his God over
a period of three years).
The vehicle Tennyson uses to explore the thematic
am!eiguitles of love/indifference; faith/doubt; hope/despair;
and life/death is domestic imagery, specifically images which
involve the home or house and those images of personal relationships
which move the poet from despair to a tentative faith.

4

The initial chapter of this work will present a general
v:ew of Tennyscn are!. 'n Memoriam by which the subsequent study
of the elegy's dem- Co imagery my
addition to

d

brought into focus.

In

discussion of the occasion of the poem, pertinent

critical mettrial wil) be evaluated in terms of value to this

3
enoi irirey.

.'ft:ee a brief working definition of domestic

i-a.7erv :n ,hapter IT, In in-depth anal
ysis of this imaf'ery in In
Merfria--. will be studied.

The first major cluster of domestic imag
es

is found in the beginning movement of
the poem.
images of domesticity proliferate.

In this movement

The aspects of home life which

pertain to the poet's grief over the
loss of his beloved friend
will he explored and analyzed in dept
h in Chapter III.

Moving away

from the domestic scene, the poet
concentrates in the next major
movement on a specific symbol:

the hand.

This hand imagery is

the vehicle for the poet's explorat
ion of the three aspects of love:
Eig_612L, D. lia, and eras.

In Chapter V, it will be shown that the

poet, in his grief, progresses through
a movement of mind from
negation to indifference.

These attitudes of denial and inscuciance

are not conveyed by a single clust
er of images such as those of
domesticity and the home, but rath
er by disparate images as widely
scattered as physical objects, states
of mind, and human relationships.

In delineating the progress of Tennyson
's grief from despair

through indifference to affirmation,
the poet traversed essentially
those elements found in Hegelian
Triad--thesis, antithesis, and
synthesis--or in the Carlylian diction
of the Everlasting Nay, the
Centre of Indifference, and the Ever
lasting Yea.

The Everlasting

Yea or, rather, the arrival of the
poet at a tentative affirmation
is the sul-;ject matter of Chapter
VI.

The final mcvement of the

poem considered in this chapter make
s use of all previously used
symbols to some degree for the purpose
of revealing the emergence
of a new state of mind and a more
healthy attitude toward life as
exh:Lited by the poet.

w,ay

Ion,

cf the s;>, precod;r:

chapters will he preFertt,d ;n which the interaction and interrelation of domestic ir.Agery, hand imagery, scen.
,s of domestic
relationship, and states of mind show a persistent progression
from uncontrolled grief through a period of apathy and indifference
to arrive finally at a state of acceptance of life as it is and of
affirmation, although qualified, of the significance of life.

.1.111'.. AV'. •

way,

.

PRELIMINARIES

Several aspects of Alfred Tennyson's In nemoriam require
ncting and discussing before presentation of a critical analysis
of the poem.

The purpose of this beginning chapter of an extended

study of the elegy's domestic imagery is to furnish background
material which will render the subsequent chapters more comprehensible
in points of reference.

The facets of Tennyson and In Memcriam

treated herein will include some discussion of the poet himself
and both external and internal elements of the noem.

In addition

tc a general view of the poet and his work, this section will present
for consideration some studies heretofore done on In Memoriam,
in:Icating the lack of careful treatment of the imagery of the poem,
including domestic imagery.
Tennyson began the first lyrics of what was to become one
of the four great elegies of English literature--In Memoriam,
Thyrsis, Adonis, and L-cidas--shortly after the death of his beloved
frirnd, Arthur Eenry Hallam, in Vienna in 1333.

The poet worked

sporadically on the elegy from its inception to its publication in
9?'
1.
• a.

18F.C.

According to A. C. Bradley,1 some sections of the poem can

be accurately dated (for example:

Section XCVIII, the 1836 marriace

tour of the poet's brother Charles and his bride; Sections C-CIIT,
the TennT;on family's removal from Semersby in 1937); however, the
1

(H7-

A. C. Bradley, A Commentary on Tennyeon's In Memoriam
en, Connecticut: Archon Books, 1966), 7,p. 11-19.
5

majority
time.

tLc sec.rions of In Memoriam cannot Le ;.in-iointed in

Nevertheless, the period of time coveoed within the poem is

found to be somewhat less than three years.2

The biographical

study of Tennyson by Sir Alfred Lyall3 corroborated Bradley
's dating
Qf In Memoriam's comition.

Lyall noted:

It will he recollected that Arthur Hallam died at Vienna
in 1833. Some cf the sections of Ten%vson's monumental
elegy upon his friend were written soon afterwards; and
their number rapidly increased by 1841, when Edmund
Lushington first saw the collection . . . . It must not
have been far from completion in 1845, since in that
year Lushington was shown the stanzas upon his marriage
with Tennyson's younger sister, Cecilia, with which the
poem is now concluded.
Therefore, one is left with the conclusion that In Memoria7r

as

ccmposed over a period of seventeen years--1833-1850.
The structure of the elegy can be determined, however, with
a greater degree of exactness than can the date cf
composition.
Tennyson noted for posterity that the structural divisions
of his
poem are the Christmas-tide sections.4

The internal structure of

poem follows a chronological arrangement in harmony with
the three
major segments (noted by -elle three successive Christmas
season).
A. C. Bradley offers the following table in support
of the internal
5
chronology of In Memoriam:
Section

XI.
XV.

Early Autumn.
Later.

?Ibid., p. 21.
3
Sir Alfred Lvall, Tennyson (New York:
Company, 1.507), pp. 63-64.

The Macmillan

14

Hallam, Lord Tennyson, Alfred, Lord Tennyson, A Memoir
(2 vo1s.; London: Macmillan, 2817), I, D. n5.
5
Erridlr.v, D. 22.

7

XXXVIII.-IX.
LXXII.
LXXVIII.
LXXXIII.
LXXXVI.,LXXXVIII.
LXXXIX.,XCV.,XCVIII.
XCIX.
CIV.,CV.
CVI.
CVII.
CXV.,CXVI.

Christmasti,le.
Spring.
Anniversary.
Christmastide.
Delaying Spring.
Spring.
Summer.
Anniversary.
Christmastide.
New Year's Day.
Winter.
Spring.

The poem is further arranged in 131 sections, including
the Prologue
and the Epilogue.

These sections of varying length were ordered by

the poet in a pattern of logical and chronological seque
nce without
regard to the actual date of composition.
The idea of Tennyson's own personal priority in the placement
of the lyrics is noted by John Killham6 in Critical Essay
s on the
Peetry of Tennyson.

Killham, in speaking of In Memoriam, remarks:

"Tennyson is a 7cdern poet . . . with a formal structure reFpo
nsive
to both private instinct and the elegaic traditions."

That the poet

achieved minimal structural unity is further indicated by T.
S.
7
Elict:
In Memoriam is the whole poem. It is unique: it is
a long poem made by putting together lyrics, which
have only the unity and continuity of a diary, the
concentrated diary of a man confessing himself. It
is a diary of which we have to read every word.
In addition to Tennyson's cwn three major divisions,
A. C. Bradley helieves the poem divides naturally into four disti
nct
parts:

Fart I.

To the First Christmas; Part II.

To the Second

E

.
Jonn Killham, Critical Essays on the Poetry of Tennyson
(:!cw York: Barnes F; Noble, Inc., 1960), p. 61.
7,
(!:ew York:

S. ICt, In Memorian," Essays Ancient and Modern
Harc=t, 1936), p. J83.

C'eris -l- mas; Fart III.

To the Third Christmas; and Part TV.

8
the Third Christmas.

From

One might classify the content of Bradley's

Parts I, IT, III, and IV respectively as extreme grief, thoughts on
afterlife, a pre-reawakening, and anticipation of the future.
Accepting the four major parts of the elegy as outlined by
Bradley, Edward Dudley Hume Johnson prepared the two following
tables for the purpose of showing the parallel growth of the
spiritual and the aesthetic in the poem:9 (The first table
represents consecutive stages of growth of the spirit; the second,
the stages of aesthetic growth.)
Part One:
Part Two:

Despair (ungoverned sense)
Doubt (mind governing sense,
i. e. despair)

Part

Hope (spirit governin;1. e. doubt)
Faith (spirit harmonizing
sense and mind)

Part Fo-er:

2.

Part Cne:
Part Two:
Part Three:
Part Four:

Poetry as
emotion
Poetry as
thought
Pcetry as
Poetry as

a release from
an escape from
self-realization
mission

The additional worth Tennyson achieved for In Memoriam by these
aspects of structure Is easily grasped.

Nevertheless, the arbitrary

arrangement of the elegy was imposed on existing lyrics and,
therefore, cannot—as is often maintained--serve well as the primary
vehicle 1-,.y

the torment of the bereaved soul :- explored.

9Bradley, pp. 30-3S.
9Lc_,
ward Dudley flume Johnson, "In Memoriam:
Poet," Victorian Studies, II (Decemer, 195S),

The Way of the

9
Another facet of In Memoriam which is
of great importance
(dnd which has received mach treatmen
t by scholar) is the style
of the poem.

One need only be slightlj familiar with
the elegy in

order to rea1i7e that Tennyson was
a remarkable stylist.

However,

Increased study and understanding
of the poem magnifies many times
over the appreciation for the styl
istic expertise of the poet.
Recognition of the poet's extraordinar
y sense of style is found in
Selectc,i Poems,10 edited by Marjorie
H. Nicholson, who says in her
introduction:
It is the perfection of his artistry
which is for our
age even more than for his own,
the enduring grandeur
of Tennyson. No modern poet has labo
red more truly on
his work or believed more sincerel
y in the grandeur of
his art or has striven more nobly for
perfection than
did Tennyson. The writing of poet
ry was to him not a
mere exercise, nor, on the other
hand, the result of
fine fervor; it was a vocation in
which he toiled as
laboriously as any worker in metals
or precious gems.
Miss Nicholson's opinion of Tenn
yson's artistic style was seconde..,
heartily by T. S. Eliot.

His statement on Tennyson follows:11

Whatever he sets cut to do, he succeeds
in doing. .
He had the finest ear of any English
poet since
Milton. . . . Maud and In Memoriam
are each a series
of poems, given form by the greatest
lyrical resourcefulness that a poet has ever shown.
. . . Tennyson is
the master of metric as well as of
melancholia.
The unique place In Memoriam holds amon
g the great elegies
partially results from style.

Tennyson's elegy follows the

traditional pastoral elegies of Bion
and Macus more in spirit
and principle than in actual duplicat
ion of form and content.
10mari

orie H. Nicholson, ed., Selected
Poems (Boston:
Houghton, 1024), pp. 20-21.
11
faiot, p. 179.

19

A. C. Bradley views in Memoriam as
occupying

a

Feculiar position,

admitting nothing is elsewhere found
like the earlier sections of
the work (but noting that In Memoriam
is nearer to life than other
12
elegies).
However, Bradley does feel that Tenn
yson has followed
many of the conventions of the past
oral elegy, giving the example
of the tradition of the singing shep
herd which is found in In
Memoriam "here and there, and perh
aps generally with a jarring
13
effect."
Tennyson's elegy follows the classica
l tradition in other
ways as well.

First, the poet looks to the past with
longing.

(Section XXIII)

He also regards the hour of Hallam's
death as

selected from all ti-Le, with the
sympathetic decline of nature
evident.

(UXIT; 21-2-)

The death cortege is pertrayed by

Tennyson by the ship bearing Hallam's
body home. (IX-XVII)
Tennyson, as did Theocritus, conclude
s the sequence with an
4

epithalamium, a marriage hymn (Epilogu
e), and like many elegists
the poet draws on the Adonis flower
myth. (VIII; XVIII)
Tennyson used the stanzaic patternab
hafor In Memoriam,
perfecting the rhyme scheme with expe
rtise.

Although this pattern

is carried throughout the poem, an
endless variety of stanzaic
movement, metrical inversion, and sect
ion and sentence length
prevents monotony.

For example, one finds in the poem
a range of

12
Bradley, pp. 37-38.
13 .
Ibid., pp. 101-102. See also the poem
In Memoriam from:
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Selections ticm
Tennyson, ed. by William Clyde
DeVane and Mabel Phillips DeVane (New
York: Appletcn-Century-Crofts,
Inc., 1940), p. 122 (XXXI; 20-24).
All subsequent references to In
Me7criam will le noted by section
and lines in parenthesis in telly
of text, and will be taken from
the alove edition.

11
sentences varying from an

nil stopped line to a whole lyric, such

es in Section LXXXV:.

tone of the poem ranges from the

plaintive "Be near me when my light is low" to the imperi
ous and
ecstatic "Ring out, wild bells."

The poet's language patterns

provide variation and contrast in style, from barren and
plain
exposition to rich description.

The mood of the poem fluctuates

while gradually ascending to new heights, beginn
ing with despair
and ending with a limited degree of faith.

Tennyson believed until

1890 that he had Invented the meter of In Memoriam,
iambic
tetrameter, being informed at that time that Ben Jonson
and Sir Phillip
Sidney—among others--had used the same metrical patter 14
n.
In Memoriam was written for the specific purpose of
- ati-ying the poet's need to work out his grief
through poetic
expression.

The -oet expresses this need in Section V:

"In words,

like weeds, I'll wrap me o'er,/Like coarsest clothe
s against the
cold." (11.

9-10)

A broader purpose--that of serving

as

the

voice of suffering mankind--is evident in a total view
of the poem
and is discussed by the poet in Memoir:15
The different mcods cV sorrow as in a dream are
dramatically given, and my conviction that fear,
doubts, and suffering will find answer and relief
through Faith in a God of Love. "I" is not always
the author speaking of himself, but the voice of
the human race speaking through him.
Although the poet's purpose was to satisfy his own
and mankind's
need to work out an acceptance of unmerited tragedy,
he actually
presented the arduous path of the soul as it journe
ys—beset by

Lord Tennyson, Memoir, 1, pp. 305-306.
151bid., pp. 304-305.

4

mmmmm.RpmmmRpmq

1.

deelts--th/oeeh the valley of(!te:pair.

Tennyson's spirit triumphed

over those l
- oubts as he became instilled
with a measure of faith,
providing for the Victorian soci
ety--beset by those same doubts-an
anchor by which to weather the
storm. To Victorian England, thro
ugh
Tennyson, came a spiritual ray
of hope; however, the influence that
Tennyson exerted found counterp
art in the poet's own reflection of
Vietorianism. The poet was of
the tine in which he lived, conformi
ng
to the life and attitudes of
the day. Eliot noted this adherenc
e
to contemporary Victorian
life in his Essays, saying of Tenn
yson
that he was "the most instinct
ive rebel against the society in whic
h
he was the most perfect conf
ormist."18
Carlisle Mcore also noted the
relation between In Memoriam
and the Victorian Aee.17 Moore
viewed the elegy as "a public
utterance, a conspicuous attempt
to reconcile opposing tendencies
which see-.ed to Tennyson and his
contemporaries to be threatening
the foundations of English soci
ety."18 The threat to which Moor
e
referred was, of course, the
scientific advances of the nineteen
th
century which had shaken the foun
dations of religious theory.
Tennyson--like all Victorians--La
d to come to terms with new knowledg
e.
The poet concluded that intu
ition supercedes knowledge, reve
aling the
existence of God by man's inner
feelings. (Prologue; Section CXXIV)

16
pp. 375-189.
17,
eurlisle Mccre, "Faith, Doub
•
t, and Mystical
Experience in
In !',-orie7..," Victorian tud;
cs, 7 (December, 1963), 155-69.
18Ilid., p. 357.

In tbe follosieg prose :telssent, the pc-:t

t 2l'/ •.s

his position:19
Yet God is love, transcenient, all pervading!
We do
not get this faith from Nature or the world.
If we
look at Nature alone, full of perfection
ard
imperfection, she tells us that God is disease,
murder or rapine. We get this faith from ourse
lves,
from what is highest within us.
In Memoriam was published in 1850.

From that time until the

present, the poem has been the object of
extensive study and a
source of inspiration.

Appreciation for this unequaled wcrk has

grown with the passing of time.

In Memoriam, conceived in the

desperation of grief, has placed its creat
or among the poetic
masters of al/ ages.
The works of Alfred Tennyson have inspired
many writers and
critics, whc--in turn--have produced a
quantity of raterial by which
Tennyson's own writings seem small in compa
rison.

These works ra.ge

fron brief comments to scholarly artic
les or essays on to multivolume studies (on both the works and
life of Tennyson).

In reviewing

the abundant material avaitlable, it appea
rs, however, that studies of
Tennyson's use of imagery are, for all
practical purposes, nonexistent.

Esen those works that at first glance promi
se some

discussion of Imagery prove to he super
ficial, briefly treating the
subject in the most general terms.

Moreover, no thorough analysis

of in Memories's imagery is available,
and the subject of "domestic
irsagery" is vissi,la territory.
A few studies are worthy of mention
as having a cursory
relevance to the tonic of imagery withi
n Tennyson's In Memcric7.
.- m,
- hassa
Lori Tennyson, Met-c. r, I, p. 314.

will 10

ut briefly noted since - 1- ty

- - e'n lIttle

dealirYith imazerv, and any pursuits
into extrineel.,s avenue- -,.Juld
not be pertinent to a study of domestic image
ry.
Clyde de L. Ryals, in Theme and Symbol in Tenny
son's Poems
to 1850, discusses a variety of symbols used
by the poet to represent
the progression of the soul's journey as
it struggles through and
emerges 'rom grief.

Ryals cannot settle on any one underlying set

of symbols or images by which the poet'
s journey is expressed and
relieved; rather, he remarks upon categ
ories such as "light and heat
imagery," "domestic love," "the human hand
. . . asscciated with the
images of light and warmth," biblical image
s, allusions to the poet's
other wor'-,s, and several other series
of symbols as well as Isolated
images.

Ryals presents an able discussion of the poet'
s emotional

tribulatiens cind achievements in his "determina
tion to hold onto
7'.owever, Ryals fails to see that even in Tenny
son's flights
of imagery, the poet always returns to domes
tic terms, the chief
vehicle by which the theme--negation to affir
mation--is achieved.
Another brief study of In Memoriam

Was

made by Edward Dudley

Hume Johnson in The Alien Vision of Victorian
Poetry.

Johnson views

In Memoriam partially as "an intimate recor
d of Tennyson's thinking
about the nature and purpose of poetry
during the period of seventeen
years in which the elegy fn.-71 its start as
a collection of random

- Clyde de L. Ryals, Theme and Symbol in Tenny
son's Poems
to 1.850 (Philndelphia: T!niversity of Penns
ylvania Press, 1060,
pp. 200-233.
21 .
Ibid., p. 251.

e.,1"'""."'s,-1"Ir"FornINPrommimmemeolpir—

15

ics FT,=Y into a

4

!_hly formalized cpolcia.,22 :rem
this point in

-_-ne stud:, Johnson carries, concurrently and parallel, Tennyson's
traversal of grief and his aesthetic motives.
chooses

TO

The only ivages Johnson

note in his study are "sleep" and "dreams."23

Johnson's purpose necessitates only the supportive
f

Of course,

yiitholization

aoropos to determining "the life of imagination" as opposed to
"objective awareness."24
Henry Van Dyke, in Studies in Tennyson, deals with In Memoriam
as a disclosure of the "personal relations and the personal loss and
sorrow cut of which it grew" and of "the great questions of philosophy
and religion that rise out of the experience of bereavement."25
7a--. Dyke clicusses the internal conveyance of his stated themes using
the external structure as that carrier, delineating the various parts
ar.d sections which nark the poet's realization and acceptance of the
inevitability of the "march into immortality."

This work is

interesting because it stresses arrangement rather than content as
the primary exhibitor of the emotional achievements of the poet.
Van Dyke's thesis, though,: differs radically from the idea that it is
donestic imagery which offers the largest cohesiveness to Tennyson's
26
odyssey through despair.
2
2L,o...'ard Dudley Hume Johnson, The Alien Vision of Victorian
Fcetry (Hamen, Connecticut: Archon Books, 1963), p. 17.
23nid., pp. 25-26.
p. 2G.
25.
henry Van Dyke, Studies in Ternynon (Washington, New York:
Kennikat press, Inc., 1966), p. 118.
26

Ibid.

•

73,r7or'e
an

alo c-xamiL1 77 Fc:rd
"in Yer.c .

J0.7.!Fon in

:he Wav or The pc:et."

the poet sought through his ordeal an "aesthetic creed
anLwerie alike to his creative needs and to the litera
ry demands of
27
the age."
Johnson believes that Tennyson achieved the end he sought
and provided an "index to the Victorian poetic theory and
practice"
that provided the Romantics by The Prelude.28

much

Johnson

relates what the poet accomplished, but he leaves untouc
hed the means
by which it was done.
Worth noting as well is Lore netzger's "The Eternal Process:
29
Sore Parallels Between Goethe's Faust and Tennys
on's In Memoriam."
Metzger identifies the belief that spiritual change
s effect a higher
state with both Goethe and Tennyson, citing the follo
wing stanza from
Tennyson's elegy in approbation:
I held it truth, with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones,
That men may rise on stepping stones
Of their dead selves to higher things.
(I; 1-4)
Metzgel - hen quotes Tennyson as saying that among Coeth
e's last words
were:

"Von Aenderungen zu hoheren Aenderungen" (from changes
to
higher changes).30 Metzger's study--though not
dealing with imagery-gives insight into the series of changes which
will be noted in
27
Johnson, "The Way of the Poet,"

sa. cit., p. 139.

23
ibid.
29

Lore Metzger, "The Eternal Process: Some Parallels
Between Coethe's rust and Tennvson's In Memoria7,"
Victcran
P2L1EL, I (1963), 189-96.

ao

Ibid., p. 169.

See also Memoir, n. 4, Ti,

391.

sul-erluent ellopters Tro,iting domestic image
ry as the vehicle by
which the theme is carried through the metamorpho
ses.
A study wh

perhaps bears directly on Tennyson's close

male relationship with Arthur Henry Hallam—b
ut only indirectly on
the imagery of In Memoriam--was done by Betty
Miller in an article
in the Twentieth Centur,, magazine.

Miss Miller believes that

Tennyson's early acquaintance with Halory's
Morte D' Arthur and
Milton's drama Samson Agonistes so influenced
the future poet (then
a boy of twelve) that he, affected by the
dual nature of the sinful
queen and the Miltonic woman, was some time
in overcoming that
influence.31 If one can even partially accep
t Miss Miller's ,nalysis
of the effect these early readings had on the
creative and personal
life of Tennyson, the intensity of the poet's suffe
ring at the loss
of the perscn he most loved and trusted is more
natural and
understandable.
Special consideration must be given to three volum
es32 which
in no way purport to be critical studies of
Tennyson's poetry.

The

writings of the poet's son; Hallam, often provide
the poet's discussion
of his own work.

Examples were given earlier in this chapter of

Tennyson's notation of the Christmas-tide divis
ions of In Memoriam
and the "I" of the poem representing the
human race.

In addition,

Hallam reveals Tennyson, the man, which is of
unusual significance
in analyzing the poetry of this subjective
poet.

To know Tennyson

31Betty
Miller, "Tennyson and the Sinful Oueen," Twentieth
Century, 15$1 (Cettber, 1.55), 355-63.
32
Hallam, Lord Tennyson,
Tenny,.;on and His Friends (London:
1911).

1-II, 22. cit.;
Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,
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i:e, ,1.L3 le,.eis,

friends, and his relation to the

hIstcyieal times) o:cis ir. tny-:erstanding and expre
ssing the deeper
meaning of his poetry.

Tnerefore, the three volumes by Hallam,

Lord Tennyson are here included as having a necessary
place in
preparation to the study of imagery in In Memoriam.
A final work of some significance to the discussion
of
domestic iragery in In Memoriam is A. C. Bradl
ey's A Commentary on
Tennyson's In Memoriam.33 Within a very able disco
urse on some
aspects of the structure, origin, composition,
and philosophy of
In Memoriam, this author, in his commentary on
the poem, describes
for the reader various mental pictures evoked by Tenny
son's
imagery--without noting the image nor explaining
its function.

For

example, the following scene from In Memoriam, Secti
on XI, Is drawn
34
by Tzradley:
The time is the early norning of an autumn day,
the scene a Lincolnshire wold, from which a great
plain sweeps to the eastern sea. The sight of the
sea carries the poet's mind to the Mediterranean,
the ship, and its freight, by a transition of
wonderful dignity and pathos.
In notations on specific lines, Bradley clari
fies individual Images
in the following manner:35
8.

'that twinkle into green and gold,' as the
dew-drops on them catching sun.

Bradley thus leaves the richness of imagery
in In Memoriam virtually
untouched.

Powever, his Commentary is an invaluable aid to

initiating any study of In Memoriam.
33Bradley, Commentary, op. cit.
14Ibid.
- , p.
93.
3511)id

The 4orl,..; ncted aLove !o net, by any
poibilities among those studies whica touch L.pon Tennyso
n's
imagery.

They do provide, however, an example of the lack of

treatment that the poet's use of imagery in In Memoria
m has received
to date.

This void remains a fertile ground for the TennyFo
n

scholar who wishes to become intimately involved
with a poet of
imaginative genius and spiritual and emotional vision.

The

remaining chapters of this work will be devoted
to the task of
making the emptiness just a little less deep.

IT.

DOMESTIC IMAGERY DEFINED

The primary vehicle by which Tennyson explores the sorrowing
soul's journey through the ambiguities of changing emotion in its
passage frcm refection of positive faith to indifference, and,
finally, to affirmation is domestic imagery.

In order to properly

examine and discuss Tennyson's utilization of this medium, one
must first define the term domestic imagery.

This chapter is

dedicated to that definition and to the tas'x of exemplifying, from
In Memoriam, Tennyson's use of diverse types of domestic imagery.
The adjective domestic, as used in the e=ession domestic
imagery, will herein refer only to physical objects pertaining to
the house or home and the relationships between rersons in conjunction
with the home setting.
.N

Domesticity—employed as a thematic

conveyance from a spiritual eclipse into at least an acceptable
half-light—is also readily seen as an isolated factor in In Memoriam,
as is shown by the following passage:
When I contemplate all alone
The life that had been thine below,
And fix my thoughts on all the glow
To which thy crescent would have grown;
I see thee sitting crown'd with good,
A central warmth diffusing bliss
IL glance and smile, and clasp and kiss,
On all the branches of thy blood;
Thy blood, my friend, and partly mine;
For now the ,lay was drawing on,
When thou should'st link thy life with one
Of mine own house, and boys of thine

:'0

Had babbled 'Uncle' on my knee;
But that remorseless iron hour
Made cypress of her orange flower,
Despair of Hope, and earth of thee.
seem TO meet their least desire,
To clap their cheeks, to call them mine.
I see their unborn faces shine
Beside the never-lighted fire.
I see myself an honour'd guest,
Thy partner in the flowery walk
Of letters, genial table-talk,
Or deep dispute, and graceful jest.
(LXXXIV; 1-24)
However, upon examination these seemingly distinct home-related
images converge into an overall pattern, a pattern which will concern
the larger purpose of this study.
The term image may signify something as small as a word or,
at the opposite extreme, something as large

as

an entire poem.

An

image usually suggests something to be seen, but it may appeal to
all the senses simultaneously, conveying an understanding and
interpretation of the image to the reader according to his own
range of experience--not lecessarily the truth of the image as the
poet perceived it.

As the poet creates an image, he is providing

the me;11%,--i by which the mind's eye of the reader will envision a
near approximation of the image perceived by the poet.

For example,

in John Yilton's sonnet "How Soon Hath Tine," one must in imagination
see himself laboring "as ever in my great Taskmaster's eye."

rew,

tl,e reader cannot know the exact connotation the word taskmaster had
for Milton, but he can apply all of his own mental referents to the
imar,e--as well as to the words great and eve--in order to generally
approximate the total image of the line of the poem.

Unless the

im,
,ge set forth by the poet evol-es mental pictures and a feeling of

2'7
intuve understan, the reader is performing
the act of reading-calling the words--rather than participating in the readi
ng.
Supporting the contention that the image is more than
a word
picture, Caroline F. E. Snurgeon suggests in her study
of the imagery
36
of Shakespeare that:
We divest our rinds of the hint the term carries
with
it of visual image only, and think of it . . . as
connoting any and every imaginative picture cr other
exnerience, drawn in every kind of way, which may have
cone to the poet, not only through any of his sense
s,
but through his mind and emotions as well.
Norman Friedman considers this conception of the image
valid,
.37
saying:
The nind may also produce images when not reflecting
direct physical perceptions, as in the attempt to
remember something once perceived but, no longer
Present, or in the undirected drifting of the mind
over experience, cr in combinations wrought out of
perception by the imagination.
Thus one might conclude that less emphasis should he place
d
on the sensory aspects of imagery, allowing more
to be placed on the
Image as a mental event peculiarly associated
with sensation.38

In

this mental event, the image has infinite possibilit
ies of meaning,
and as the image proliferates, future references
to understood
referents are to be ccnsidered as imagery.

The reader may then,

through association, apprehend a sensory conte
xt by the use of a
36Carol
ine F. E. Spurgeon, Shakespeare's Imagery and What
It
Tells Us (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
, l'i66), p. 5.
Norman Friedman, "Imagery," in Encyclopedia of Poetr
y and
Poetics, ed. by Alex Freminger (Princetcn, New Jerse
y: Princeton
University Press, 1965), p. 363.
This idea is also advanced in the following work:
clle
Wellek and Au;tin Warren, Theory_ of Literature (re
,J York: Harcourt,
Prase,
;:o-rld, Inc., 1956), p. 187.
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which calls to mind those previous coneotations
—an

apprehension especially Evident in the Japan
ese Haiku poetry.
Imagery, per se, is either a grouping toget
her of images or
simply a figure of speech which sets fort
h a change in basic meaning.
In elaborating on the latter broad usage of the
term imagery, one
might consider imagery synonomous with the
trope, which divides into:
literal and sensory images, symbols, simi
les, and metaphors.

The

duality of definition of imagery finds appr
opriate application by
permitting the examination of the total harmo
nious effect of the
imagery of In Memoriam formed by single domes
tic images and in
providing tbe means whereby these indiv
idual images may be analyzed
as separate entities.

The first facet of imagery's definition

necessitates its being apportioned to late
r chapters, in which it
will be assimilated into the actual grou
ping of individual images
to form an overall imagery pattern, affo
rding the cohesiveness
through which the thematic thread progress
es.

On the other hand,

the separate and individual aspects of imag
ery's definition lend
themselves to discussion ahd exemplif
ication.
A basic type of imagery is the image, which
is a literal and
concrete representation of a sensory
experience or of a sensory
ch!ect perceived by one or more of the
huraan senses.

some images

tend to have almost the identical meani
ng for every reader:
they may, indeed, be termed literal imag
es.

therefore,

That Tenny5.on used

literal Images (concrete representati
ons) is evident when one examines
the second line of the following stanza:

214
By night we linger 'd on the lawn,
For underfoot the herb was dry;
And genial warmth, and o'er the sky
The silvery haze of summer drawn.
(XCV; 1-5)
Ore easily sees the element of concreteness of the image ("For
underfoot the herb was dry") since the sensory experience of walking
on crackling, dessicated vegetation differs from person to
person
only in degree.

Of course this narrow definition of literal images

does not preclude those statements describing the rental and sensual
activity which the perceptive reader undergoes when bringing into
play countless sensations associated with his peculiar life
experiences of walking on the grass.

In contrast to the cenerete

image ".-ley herb" is the abstract image in the following lines:
1 dreamid there would be Spring no more,
That rature's ancient power was lest:
The streets were black with smoke and frost,
They chatter'd trifles at the door.
(LXIX; 1-5)
In this passage it is easily noted that the reference to a
world
which would have "Spring no more" is an utterance which wculd evoke
varying responses and connotations according to individual differences
and experiences.

Perhaps the most interesting of the images is the

blending of the concrete and the abstract which permits the reader
to cling to the known while seeking the unknown.

Such is the case in

Tennyson's discourse on "modern rhyme" as opposed to "song, and deeds,
and lives, that lic/Foreshorten'd in the tract of tire." (IXXVII
; 1-5)
I.

7ichards, in his Principles of Literary Criticism, express
es the

Lelief that "this peculiar Lind of imagery" /Tie has just discuf;s
ed
tie 'l and free imagery separately./ is "impaired" if produced
to

39
"vividly and distinctly."

The Encyclopedia of

etry and Foctics

supports Richard's viewpoints concerning a poet's striving for a too
40
exact--or too inexact--representation:
A value system has been constructed according to
which a good poet "reconciles" abstract and concrete,
thought and feeling, reason and imagination, and a
bad rcet, like the scientist, separates them. Thus
the good poet aims at wholeness of experience by means
of poetic imagination. . . .
To be sure, Tennyson's images might border on excessive clarity were
it not for the one underlying referent (grief in varying states and
stages).
.14

Thus it is apparent that Tennyson employs a wide range of

images in an unobtrusive and discreet manner--images which ac times
become symbols.
The second division of imagery, the symbol, combines the
literal and sensuous with the abstract.

The symbol has meaning in

itself while representing something else--which, of course, tends
to universalize the symbolic quality of language.

An additional

factor inherent in the symbol is its evocation not only of a
concrete referent but also of its elicited meaning beyond and
apart from the referent.

Still, the symbol should be considered

as having objective value, independent of connotations which occur
to the reader.
In an examination of In gemoriam for symbolic expression,
one finds tl-!a-c Tennyson is Lot a proponent of trite symbolism, Tut
rather he is found to be innovative, a creator of fresh symbols to
:119
I. A. Richards, Principles of Literary Criticism (London:
?outledge & Degan Paul, Ltd., 1950), p. 124.
40_
rnoyclopedia of Poetry, p. a)(5.

ideas.

The 'ollowinz stanza

o a multiplicity

of enes-,datite meanings:
Thou wilt not leave us in the dust:
Thou madest man, he knows not why,
He thinks he was not made to die;
And thou bast made him: thou art just.
(1; 9-12)
In considering the first line of the stanza, it seens
obvious that
"dust" is used as a symbol for death.

But as one contemplates

death, many levels of meaning begin to emerge:

In considering man's

being left in the dust, could Tennyson have been
referring to a
human state as opposed to the heavenly?

Then, could--on another

level--Tennyson have referred to a possible futur
e earthly
edification of mankind?
lire?

Or does the poet simply refer to an after-

Unon examination of the symbol and its possible refer
ents,

it seems apparent that the symbol is a figure of
speech that suggests
the obvious on a conscious level and, in addition,
summons other
levels cf emotive meaning to aid the reader's recep
tion and
acceptance of the totality of the wide range of conno
tative and
denotative significance Inherent in each symbol. ::iss
Wellek and
41
Warren
bring loth the image and the symbol into better focus
in
Theory cf Literature:
Is there any important sense in which 'symbol'
differs
from 'image' and 'metaphor'? Primarily, we thin':
in
the recurrence and persistence of the 'symbol'.
An
'image' 'nay be invoked once as a metaphor, but if
it
persistently recurs, both as presentation and
representation, it becomes a symbol. . • •
Perhaps the least prevalent of the four types of tropes in
In !'emcriam Is the simile.
41
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Certainly the simile is the easiest

Wellek and Warren, p. 189.
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figure of speech to define:
using like or as.

Et is simply an expressed comparison

That the simile flourished under the hands of

Tennyson is evident.

From many, one has only to choose such a

stanza as the following to illustrate the poet's expert
ise in the
use of the simile:
From art, from nature, frcm the schools,
Let random influences glance,
Like light in many a shiver'd lance
That breaks about the dappled pools.
(XLIX; 1-4)
Another important form of imagery--the metaphor--may be
defined as a simile without the like or as.

However, such a

definition is an over-simplification and belies the complex
i'_y of
this highly involved figure of speech; the metaphor,
in reality,
is an implied analogy which identifies one object
by the use of
another, ascribing to the first qualities of the second
(imaginative,
emotional, or physical qualities).

Rather than discuss the metaphor

separately, Miss Wellek and Warren42 would include the metaph
or and
the simile as a part of the image, but they warn that one
must not
limit the meaning of this linclusive figure of speech
to the
predominantly visual.
The metaphor--as a distinguishable type--may be divided
into
two classifications:

first, the separate and distinct comparison

and, secondly, the longer, larger metaphor which runs
throughout a
work serving as the controlling image.

In In Memorian the

controlling force is domestic imagery.

In this extended elegy,

isolated images merge to form the whole pattern, illustrating
ideas
42
We:tick and Warren, p. 188.
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and demonstrating qualities that blend into a theratic unity.

Yet

the single metaphor is uncommon in the sense that each, in essence,
is a microcosm of the larger unity:
imagery.

the metaphorical chain of domestic

To illustrate this point of a finite extended metaphor,

one may examine the implied analogy in the following section of
In Memoriam:
How many a father have I seen,
A sober man, among his boys,
Whose youth was full of foolish noise,
Who wears his manhood hale and green:
And dare we to this fancy give,
That had the wild oat not been sown,
The soil, left barren, scarce had grown
The grain by which a man may live?
Or, if we held the doctrine sound
For life outliving hears of youth,
Yet who would preach it as a truth
To those that eddy round and round?
Hold thou the good: define it well;
For fear divine Philosophy
Should push beyond her mark, and be
Procuress to the Lords of Hell.
(LIII; 1-16)
In Section LIII, Tennyson draws an analogy between the philosophical
and the spiritual.

He does so by equating these two qualities with

the carnal or fleshly in order to set forth the change that occurs
after the first burst of youthful protestation and speculation is
over.

I. A. Richards adds yet another dimension to the metaphor--one

which is easily demonstrated by the above example--with his viewpoint
that the metaphor "is the supreme agent by which disparate and
hitherto unconnected things are brought together in poetry for the
sake of their effects upon attitude and impulse which spring from
their collocation and from the combinations which the mind establishes

between Ihcm."43

Tennyson, then, according to the standards of

Aristotle, may be regarded as having the "mark of renius" since
In
Memoriam establishes his "eye for reseMblances."44

The metaphor's

pre-emi:7ence is further advanced by Aristotle's helief that
"the
greatest thing by far is to have a command of metaphor."
Imagery, for the purpose of a working definition used to trace
the thematic thread of domesticity (by which are examined the
ambiguities of life) throughout In Memoriam, has been shcwn to
have
two distinct avenues of approach.

First, one might simply consider

imagery as a grouping of images for the purpose of representing
an
overall theme; this method of examination will be shown in actual
practice in subsequent chapters.

Next, in examining imagery, cne is

able to examine individual figures cf speech which comprise imager
y:
the image, the symbol, the simile, and the metaphor.

All have been

shown to occupy places of importance in Tennysonian poetic style.
Having discussed both imagery and domesticity in relation
to In Memoriam, it should be restated that this study will
deal
specifically with a combination of the two, forming domest
ic imagery,
which provides the means by which Tennyson was able to explor
e the
ambiguous (and often contradictory) emotional periods in his
spiritual
odyssey from bitter despair to a tentative faith in a benevo
lent and
intelligent divine being.
4

1)ichards, p. 240.

"
Aristotle, Poetics from criticism: The "aor Texts, ed.
Walter Jackson Bates (New York: Harcourt, Prace,
World., Inc.,
1952), p. 14.

III.

HOME

"So draw him home to those that
mourn"
Since the home is the major componen
t of domesticity, images
directly involving the hcme will
be examined in this chapter.
purzose, here, is to establish the
theme of the poem:
indifference, and affirmation.

The

rejection,

Noting the four major divisions of

the poem (Part I, Sections I-XXVII,
covering a period of about three
mor7hs to the first Christmas; Fart
II, Sections XXVIII-LXXWI,
ex-!:ending the poem to the Second
Christmas; Part II, Sections LXVIIICIII, carrying the reader to the
third Christmas; and Part IV,
Sec-:ions CIV-CXXXI, anticipating
the third Christmas),45 the home
inaEes will be discussed in the
framework of these sements. Home
images will include only those
metaphorical instances in which home
or ':-ouse is specifically stated
or is directly implied by the use
of synecdoche—the home being
represented by a vital part of the
hcuse (such as the hearth).
Part I represents the poet's early
grief and despair as he
floundered helplessly in anguish.

The poet is thus absorbed in sorrow

as the ship brings Hallam's body
here; later in this movement he looks
in r3trespect at the years of frie
ndship.

In Fart I, images of home

intensify the suffering and provide
a contrast betwetn the placidTty

Lic
-The divisions noted herein are base
d on those of Bradley's
Cor-entasx, see n. 1.

of the dameic scene and the profound
distress of a eeeminly
unendurable lce,s.
In Section III, the yoet's mind is like
ned to a house by the
use of the word threshold:
16)

"Upon the threshold of the mind." (III;

Tennyson sets forth a chaotic, unna
tural world scene in which

"Sorrow" is personified as "a thing
so blind," whispering "from the
lying lip":
'The stars,' she
A web is wov'n
From out waste
And murmurs from

whispers, 'blindly run;
across the sky;
places comes a cry,
the dying sun:

'And all the phantom, Nature stands-With all the music in her tone,
A hollow echo of my own,-A hollow form with empty hands.'
(III; 5-12)
The contrast Letween passivity and
utter confusion is intensified as
the poet concludes:
And shall I take a thing so blind,
Embrace her as my natural good;
Or crush her, like a vice of blood,
Unon the threshold of the mind?
(III; 13-16)
In Section VI, Tennyson looks outward
from a domestic setting
and sees man at the mercy of the crue
l, senseless laws of nature.
strengthens and sharpens his concept
of uncaring nature by the
following image of the mother in the
serenity of her home:
0 mother, praying God will save
Thy sailor,--while thy head is bcw'd
His heavy-shotted hammcck-shroud
Prens in his vast and wandering grave.
(VT; 13-16)

He

Expecting still his advent home;
And ever met him on his way
With wishes, thinking, 'here to-day,'
Or 'here tomcrrow will he come.'
(VI; 21-24)
In this section of the elegy, a second vision of the tranqu
ility of
hc-e is depicted as a golden-haired young maiden, a "meek
, unconscious
dove," waits while "her lather's chimney glows/In expect
ation of a
guest." (VI; 25, 29-30)

This peaceful scene of expectancy is

heightened by the unwarranted heartlessness of a force
which would
allow "her future lord" (VI; 38) to be "drown'd in
passing thro' the
fcrd,/Or kill'd in falling from his horse." (VI; 39-40
)

Section VI,

through domestic imagery specifically involving home situa
tions, serves
to accentuate the poet's feeling of being subject to
a power deficient
In

i_ndness, concern, or sympathy.
:n oTrosition to the pleasantness of the ho7e in Section
VI

is the house of Section VII.

Here the house becomes a thing tain,ed

by :he death of Hallam and is spoken of as a "dark house
." (V13; 1)
The poet has thus transferred to an inanimate object the stain
from
gulLt as if the house itself were to blame for his loss.
manner, Section VIII contains an unlovely vision of home.

In like
Tennyson

envisions a happy lover's fruitless mission to his belov
ed, in which
he "learns her gone and far from home." (VIII; 4)

The happy lover

"saddens" as "all the magic light/Dies off at once from
the bower
and hall,/And all the place is dark. . .

(VIII; 5-7)

The ioet

li7rens this bleak setting to the reaction he experi
ences when
revisiting those spots frequented by himself and Halla
m, noting:
"For all is dark where thou art not." (VIII
; 12)

33
Eo70, in Sectlen IX,

ores a place of refuge for the

mourners who were about to receive the lifeless !
. cdy of Hallam.
Home, in this instance, is neither termed pleasant nor unpleasant
;
rather it represents shelter for kindred spirits.

The expression

"So draw him home to those that mourn/In vain . . ." (IX; 5-6) is
the key to the central idea of the section.
The immediacy of the ship's arrival in Section X evokes
relative calm, suggesting the period in which one faces tragedy
and bears it with an unexpected inner strength.

Here, the poet,

as one of the "fools of habit," experieLues a limited freed
om
from turmoil while "This look of quiet flatters thus/
Our bore
bred fancies. .

•

•

(X; 11-13)

This calm should not be considered

a pleasing calm, but rather a period in which all feeli
ng and
emotion is suspended.

Instead of diminishing the overall emotional

impact of Part T, these moments of reduced emotional react
ion
typify the early course of bereavement, showing the impossibil
ity
of sustained grief at its highest peak.
Another home imagt! which shows acceptance--a rebellious
acceptance--of a repugnant reality is seen in Secti
on XVII.

l'rre

the poet's grief again seems to modulate, but will only
gain
momentum with which to re-scale the heigh
ts of despair.

In these

verses, Tennyson anxiously awaits the ship beari
ng Hallam's body
home, shown by these lines:
thee home." (XVII; 10-12)

"My blessing, like a !Deacon guards
Thus, paradoxically, is seen the

merging of alien emotions as the grief-stricken
poet, relect'ng any
Lelief in divine love, projects his own human sower
and love to make
intercession with nature for his friendict final journ
ey.

14,

-r‘ T, Tennyson loAs to
fIc77. a

which

he

for 1.nc1uary

so lonyer see )ox, 1-rom humanitv

wh'ch (with the loss of Hallam)
Is seen to be helpless and hopeless
,
and tr.= Cod who is either
non-existent or indifferent. The
home
itself is no longer as attracti
ve to the poet as it once Was, but
it is his only port offering
dny safety--no douLt aiding him
in
overcoming his wish for death
in order to escape an inhospitable
world in which the negative
role of good has been exposed by
an
irrational event. Following
Tennyson's period of complete
de -jection, one sees a sani
ty-preserving indifference to life
, man,
and God flow over him; again
home is necessary as a place of refuge.
'Dart II of In Memoriam (Section
s XXVIII-LXXVII) extends the
poe:. to the second Christmas.

The most important semi-philosophical

speculation of the poem is enco
untered in this seorrent.

And again

home imagery plays a vital role
in conveying this new mood of the
poet to the reader. Since this
division begins with, in Section
XXVIII, a note of domesticity--a
n approaching first Christmas afte
r
:iall.am's death, the emerging new
mood is evident in the first line:
"The time draws near the birt
h of Christ." (XXVIII; 1)
!:evertheless through Section XXIX
, Tennyson clines only to
tradition in Christmas observan
ce (as he clung to his home in earl
y
grief). His "regret" (XXIX;
3) --which perhaps in itself is a
modulation--makes him feel: "Eow
dare we keep our Christmas-eve?"
(XXIX; 4) In addition to the impl
ied domestic setting of this
Section, there are The stated
images of household and Louse.
sciaUy poip,nant is the imag
e of grief described "arl daily vexe
s
household peace." (XXTX; 2)

fsestivitie

of that first Christmas begin on a

note in Section XXX, rising unto a crescendo of 'rope in
lines.

Here hearth designates the home setting.

final

(XXX; 2)

Perhaps u-lconscic,:sly the invocation for the rebirth of Chris
t,
sung by the carolers, awakened in the poet the first glimmer of
hope for a life for Hallam beyond death.

The concluding lines

of Section XXX exhibit a spark which was later to ignite
into a
faith with which the poet could live.

The thought of these

lines are:
Rise, happy morn, rise, holy morn,
Draw forth the cheerful day from night:
0 Father, touch the east, and light
The light that shone when Hope was born.
(XXX; 29-32)
In Section XXXI, Tennyson theorizes concerning life after
death, using the home or house to represent life and
the grave to
represent the mystery after death.

When Lazarus returned to this

world from the other, he was said to have "home to rary'
s house
returnid." (XXXI; 2)

And "from every house the neighbours met"

to learn of his enigmatic!journey.

(XXXI; 9)

Uniting with this

section in furthering the discussion of Lazarus is Sectio
n XXXII,
in which Mary's eyes are said to be "homes of silent praye
r."
(XXXII; 1) This use of home is in keeping also with a worldl
y
representation as seen by the following lines:

"o other thought

her mind ad-its/Rut he was dead, and there he sits." (XXXII; 2-3)
The veil is thus drawn between the worlds cn either side of
death with home symbolizing the world of the living.
Conversely in Section XXXV, the home represPnts neither
its literal mczning nor--as in Sectio;1 XXXI--the world
.

Rather
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strangely, here the poet uses house to denote the grave, as is seen
in the first stanza which follows:
Yet if some voice that man could trust
Should murmur from the narrow house,
'The cheeks drop in; the body lows;
Man dies: nor is there hop in dust.'
(XXXV; 1-4)
In the lines of this section, there seems to be a wavering hope,
interacting with the poet's knowledge of science.

In the following

stanza, where the antithesis of life and home augments a
descriptive passage, one sees the interpolation of disturbing
scientific theory into the poet's discourse from which he tries
to find hope and comfort:
The moanings of the homeless sea,
The sound of streams that swift or slow
Draw down AEonian hills, and sow
The dust of continents to be.
(XXXV; 9-12)
Tennyson, in Section XXXVI, finds "deep-seated in our
mystic frame" (XXXVI; 2) a truth which resolves his vacillating
4
3

mood of tl-e previous sec-tion.

This truth, the poet feels, may be

read outside the human creeds--for example, his statement:

"Which

we may read that bind the sheaf,/Or builds the house, or digs the
grave." (XXXVI; 13-14)

Hera house is literally used, the whole

passage emphasizing Tennyson's belief that faith is not necessarily
found in human creeds.
The poet progresses toward a need for a workable faith in
Section XL, comparing the young bride's leave-taking of home to
his and Hallam's having "shaken hands,/Till growing winters lay
me low." (XL; 29-:30)

Home, again, is familiar, a pleasant place

to which the bride may return and bring joy to those about "her
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father's old fireside," (XL; 22) contrasting with Hallam's sojourn
into an "undiscovered land." (XL; 32)

Tennyson longs to view

death as a beginning, but at this point in his emotional odyssey,
he cannot dc so.
Hallam, for Tennyson, has reached a mystic state in his
divine destination by the time Section LX appears.

House, in

these stanzas, again refers to a worldly condition, and in this
likeness the house is termed "dark house." (LX; 12)

Tne "poor

girl whose heart is set/On one whose rank exceeds her own" (LX;
3-4) goes alout her "household ways" (LX; 11) in the same manner
that Tennyson feels he performs his earthly duties, longing meanwhile for that "soul of nobler tone." (LX; 1)
Part II concludes immediately before the second Christmas.
However, the home images in this second major division have exte-ded
the thematic thread from the rejection and indifference of Part I
to a tentative acceptance of an afterlife.

As in Part I, the

emotional mood of Part II has not been constant, but throughout
the Latter Lne theme of incipient renewal of faith is prevalent.
This budding faith will not easily spring into full bloom, as will
be seen by later parts of In Memoriam.
Tennyson's budding faith again subsides in Part III of the
poem (Sections LXXVIII through CIII).

Part III carries the reader

to the third Christmas, providing a calmer mood since the poet
seems not quite so unhappy as he previously appeared.

Although

philosophical-religious speculation is not dominant in this portion
of the work, it is, however, still evident.

Perhaps adding to the

passivity of Part III is the poet's solemn leave-taking from a

A•

der-esti,: set tinc' which had !;een hc-e
to

for sc. many

domestic scene is at once evident in Part
III, beginning
with the fist verse of Section LXXVIII.
by nearth.

Pcme here is represented

The quiet is a: o at once evidenced by the
expression:

"And calmly fell our Christmas-eve." (LXXV
III; 4) The serene mood,
showing reduction in sorrow, is further
expressed by the poet's words
about "the quiet sense of something lost.
" (LXXVIII; 8) The
changing mood while the holly is being
wound "round the Christmas
hearth" (LXXVIII; 2) is poignantly voiced
by the plaintive cry:
"C last regret, regret can die:" (LXXV
III; 17)
Section LXXXIV is reminiscent of peacefulne
ss while the
poet fantasizes on what might have been.

In his imagination

Tennyson envisions hallam's union with one
fron his "own house."
(LXXXIV; 4)

In this fanciful scene of domesticity,
"unborn

faces shine/Beside the never lighted
fire." (LXXXIV; 19-20)
The total effect graphically suggests the
dream-like quality of
the cainness experienced by the poet at
that time in the working
out of his grief.

That Tennyson recognizes the ethereal quality
of

his reasoning is evident in the last lines
of this section, in
which he expounds:
What reed was that on which I leant?
Ah, backward fancy, wherefore wake
The old bitterness again, and break
The low beginnings of content.
(LXXXIV; 45-48)
This contentment broadens Into a peaceful
speculation as
Tennyson philosophizes on talking with
the dead in Section XCIV.
He notes:

"Pv spirit is at peace with all." (XCIV;
8)

While the

3'•
poct'r

r,ation

(X'TIV; 14) infiltrates "the

silence of the breast," (XCIV; 13) he find
s himself tranquil.
Still, Tennyson experiences moments of
confusing despair which
he relates by the use of domestic imag
ery, comparing the "din"
within the heart to the jarring of a
household beset by doubts.
The thought expressed by the poet is:
But when the heart is full of din,
And doubt beside the portal waits,
They can but listen at the gates,
And hear the household jar within.
(Y ITV; 13-16)
Section XCV, dealing with Tennyson's quas
i-mystical
reunion with Hallam, does not detract from
the overriding calm
of Part III.

The home setting is again used as a referent
, or

point of departure, into this pseudo-v
ision since Tennyson's
setting is literally his home in Scre
rshy, and the scene unfolds
beside the house in which "light after ligh
t/Went cut, and I was
all alone." (XCV; 19-20)

The matter-of-fact quality of the

physical aspects of the scene intensif
ies the mysticism which
k
served to solidify the intu
itive faith engendered within the

poet's breast, culminating in the foll
owing attitude broached in
Section XCVI, lines 13-20:
He fought his dcuhts and gather'd stre
ngth,
He would not make his judgment blind,
Ee faced the spectres of the mind
And laid them: thus he came at length
To find a stronger faith his own;
And rower was with him in the night,
Which makes the darkness and the ligh
t,
And dwells not in the light alone.
Tennyson further uses home imagery to deno
te his growing
contentment in his new type love for Hall
am.

The poet uses two

If

- rler.:_3 of a married 3.11'e" as the vehicle tc compere his earthly
(XCVI; 5)

wifn

Hallam here is represented by the

husland who "knows a thousand things." (XCVI; 32)

Tennyson uses

the wife to represent himself 5nd describes her in domestic
simplicity:

knowing "but matters of the house." (XCVI; 31)

The

poet thus makes the point that he--an earth-bound creature--is
sizle :
- - eside the complexity of Hallam in his new state and abode,
concluding with the calm resignation:

"1 cannot understand:

I

love." (XCVI; 36)
Even within a series of calm domestic images, the overlapping
and the _ndulation between differing emotions is evident.

In

Section XCVIII, the departure of Charles and his wife, Louisa,
evokes a sa,!ness which drops to bleak despair and %c-entary
hopelessness.

Here Tennyson likens the domestic scene to a thing

of barrenness and futility, stating "a thcusand wants/Cnarr at the
heels of men, and prey/By each cold hearth, and sadness flings/Her
shadow on the blaze of kings." (XCVIIT; 16-20)
:irectly prior to his family's leaving their old home at
F,omersb7, Tennyson wrote the plaintive Section CII.
section roofs denotes the entire home:

In this

"The roofs, that heard our

earnest cry/Will shelter one of stranger race." (CII; 3-4)

He

continues:
We go, but ere we go from home,
As down the garden-walks I move,
Two spirits of a diverse love
Contend for loving ma!:terdom.
(C1T; 5-8)
Hose, here, to the poet signifies a divided attachment.

He finds

himself er-otTonally torn between longing for the childhood years

spent "nele ani tle

,i's of old when 1.4 ..ancd with his friend,

the two "spirits . . ./Contend for loving masterdom."
Part III has helped put to rest the poet's flagrant early
grief of Part I, giving rise to a serenity in which the seed of
faith in Part II may bear fruit.

One sees the dormancy ending in

Fart III with signs of full germination evincing themselves.
Perhaps aiding in the realization of a rebirth of spiritual values
was the poet's adaptation to new surroundings after having left
his childhood home.

One reaches the end of Part III feeling the

poet has successfully undergone his period of trial and transit
ion,
ready now to go forth with greater cc-7assion, understanding, and
character.
Part IV (Sections CIV-CXXXI) shows regret vitiating as the
poet looks forward to the future, specifically anticipating the
third
Christmas.

A development of more importance to the theme of domestic

imagery, however, is the breaking away from the usual home imagery
of the three previous parts.

In Sections CIV-CXXX, the poet no

longer relies on the home !eitheras a sanctuary or a refuge; but
rather, as his self-reliance returns and his view of the destiny of
man becomes stable and satisfying, he concentrates on outgoing
love
•
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and independence.

Therefore, it is not until Tennyson reaches the

Epilogue that he, in Part IV, returns to the purely home imagery.
The marriage of the poet's sister Cecilia prompted the
writing of the Epilogue to In Memoriam.

This event brought back

thoughts of Hallam who had "loved/A daughter of our house."
(Epilogue; 6-7)

Once again the house provides solidarity against

which grief cannot prevail.

To insure a final victory over an

returning, crITTling sorrow, th., poet
rails forth one final
viFion of the home, a hapy vision
svmholiz7ng fertility:
And touch with shade the bridal doer
s,
With tender gloom the roof, the wall;
And breaking let the splendour fall
To spangle all the happy shores.
(Epilogue; 117-120)
The home throughout In Memoriam has
served Tennyson as a
stronghold.

It provided him with an escape from the
stark realities

of life and death, while enabling
him to experience a part of that
reality in a familiar setting, surround
ed by those who loved him.
From this domestic scene he was
able to make tentative sallies into
the mainstream of life and love,
until such time that he could again
bring himself to give up sorrow for
the even more painful task of
living.

The home served Tennyson well.
The very nature of domesticity demands
that the home be the

pivotal point around which family
relationships and activities
revolve.

The Victorian home especially was cent
ral to the lives

of th!
- people since so many of the acce
pted beliefs and institutions
were now brought into serious ques
tion.

Tennyson probably was more

drawn to his home environment than
were most ycung men of the
Victorian era:

he was fatherless; his family depended
upon his

financial assistance; he could make
no marriage plans in the
foreseeable future; and he had led
a she
and religic.;_s home influences.

:red life among scholarly

Thus, the only place to which the

poet could look for solace when
tragedy came to him was the home.
One can eui7e validly surm'se that
the home offered Tennyson a
mainstay by ..:rich he was able to clin
g to life and sanity dur!ng
the immedia:y of his grief and desp
air.

During the darkest phase

1.2

cf the poet's emotional agitation, the
ho-.e
and vividly sensory.

7"1-1;

frequent

had Tennvson's excessive gre' not abated,

he could not long have withstood the debi
litating stress.

llowever,

when the poet's grief did lessen, one note
s a corresponding decline
In the number of home images.

Whereas the hone had been a refuge

in the poet's early grief, it later beca
me the area from which he
catapulted back into the mainstream of
life.

The hone was extrer-ely

important during the poet's period of negation
; it was necessary
to him as he reached a more passive ment
al and emotional state;
but the reader observes that other symb
ols of domesticity terd to
replace the hone as the primary images
when Tennyson finally works
out a tentative faith and an affirmat
ion of relative lustice in
the natural order of the universe.

One feels that the poet has not

separated himself from the home by once
again reaching out to the
complexities of life.

Inste:d, it is felt that he carries with
in

himself all the spiritual values gleaned
from the home and that
the physical home stands ever ready to
sustain him.
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IV.

HANDS

"A hand that can be clasp'd no more"
Throughout In Menoriam's linking domestic imagery, one sees
an incremental use of hand symbols.

Tennyson thus expressed a

deep need to reach out toward normality—even from the abyss of
his
despair.

The poet's hand symbols fall quite easily into four major

categories:

first, the largest number of tactile images are

welcome, pleasing, and forward -looking images; the next group,
which is somewhat smaller in quantity, expresses less agreeable
emotions; the third assemblage represents the Victorian concept of
the therapeutic value of work; and, finally, a single instance of
neutrality is seen through the medium of hand Imagery.

Altogether

the poet employs more than twenty-five specific hand images as
a
part of the overall domestic imagery scheme.
Tennyson's hand images not only delineate the fluctuation
of his grief as he traverses its course, but the hand also becomes
a symbol of love.

Love

Was

important to the Victorians; but, in

reality, it was of surface importance.

To the average Victorian,

love was--in practice--a watered-down variety of ag4pe (broadl
y
defined as man's active good will toward his fellcw
man).

In

contrast to this superficiality, which allo.:ed the Victor:an to
ignore the grossest cruelties inflicted upon his fellow man,
Teanywon was sensitive to lcve in its three dimensions, an defined
by Creek terms:

aeipe (as earlier defined), rhili,--love for
44
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me7hers of one's ow
n family, and eros
--romantic love.
Although
Tennyson's love for
Arthur Henry Hallam
had a greater degree
of
particularity than
did agSpe and cont
ained none of the se
nsual
Passion of eros,
symbols of both wer
e used to intensify
and augment
the filial love
he felt for his lost
friend. The hand in
In
Memoriam is symbolic
of love in all its
forms.
In Section XIII,
Tennyson used the ha
nds to express a
gratifying emotion,
increasing the degr
ee of sorrcw over "a
loss
ever new,/A void
where heart on hear
t reposed;/And, wher
e warm
hands have prest
and closed." (XII
I; 5-7) Here the "w
arm hands"
signify the love and
companionship the po
et felt for his depa
rted
friend, and the se
nsuality of the im
ages intensifies the
acute
barrenness of Tenn
yson's physical real
m. At this point in
the
evolutionary journey,
the poet indulges in
self-oppression and
increases his emot
ional distress thro
ugh fruitlessly el
ating the
senses.
Tennyson's emotiona
l distress is less
evident in
Section XVIII. Ra
ther, tranquility is
expressed by the "p
ure hands"
(XVIII; 9) as the
poet mo—entarily
recognizes the role
man--in his
.lomesticity--plays wi
th nature in furthe
ring the orderly co
mpletion
of life's cycle an
d in hearing "the
ritual of the dead."
(XVIII; 12)
Purity is further
conveyed by the po
et in Section XLV wh
ere the
baby's "tender palm
is prest/Against the
circle of the brea
st."
(XLV; 3-4) In thes
e lines Tennyson
presents an analogy
of life
after death by the
baby's progressive
discovery of life an
d his
environment, equati
ng the trusting kn
owledgeless existence
of
infancy with the st
ate following "the
second birth of Death.
" (XLV;

e7

lv

!i.ar

the em.otionilism of preceding
sections.
Althceoh erotionalism does play
a part in the next positive
hand irdgery, it is the resu
lt of the feeling portrayed in
Section LXVI. The conseque
nce of the poet's extreme grie
f has
emerged as a softened attitude
toward his fellow man. Here, perh
aps
the dominant love force of
the poet's life, the hand being
a gentle hand about which
a kindly man wraps the curls of
children.
(LXVI; 12) Still, while the
hand is engaged in such tender purs
uits,
"his night of loss is always
there." (LXVI; 16)
The hand symbols appropriate
a divine quality in
Sections LXIX and LXXXIV.

In the former, Hallam (as one remo
ved from

mortality) has entered into
an environment where natural laws
no longer
rei:%; he power of the
hand in this immortal state
is reminiscent of
the hi
cal account of creation:
"He reached the dory of a
hand,/
That see-.'d to touch it
into leaf." (LXIX; 17-13) In
the latter
section, the divinity of
Tennysonian hand imagery reaches
its peak
as he calls forth the supreme
and essential character of the
resurrection by his Christ
-reference: "And he that died
in Holy
Land/Would reach us out the
shining hand." (LXXXIV; 43) Thus
one
notes that the poet expe
riences a rekindling of his spir
it's need
to believe in an afterlife;
this exigency is manifested by
a basic
sensory i--.age whcse percepti
on evokes the use of human sens
es: "the
shining 1..,..nd." (LXXXIV; 43)
Needless to say, this "shining han
d"
indicates divine love, a prim
e olcnent of age.
In contrast to the divine
hands is the return -0 mortality
evident in Fecticn LXXXV.

Once again humanity is epitomiz
ed by the
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expre,Lion:

-:)rether-hands." (LX
XX7; ]02)

-fowevrr, in
thee lines Tennyson
rarallels the human arr
i the divine by retain
ing
the hand
Alf of creation, but
in an inverted sense-God in this
instance being the
taker rather than the
giver of life. The lin
es
denoting this though
t are:
My blood an even ten
or kept,
Till on mine ear thi
s message falls,
That in Vienna's fatal
walls
God's finger touch'
d him, and he slept.
(LXXXV; 17-20)
Continuing the juxtaposi
tion of mortality and
immortality are lines
37 through 40:
Yet none could letter
know than I,
How much of act at
human hands
The sense of human wil
l demands
By which we dare to
live or die.
Obviously the hand of
this section proclaims
the division between
the human and the div
ine, but upon examin
ation a further divisi
on
emerges as the human
images separate into
the abstract and the
physical. The "broth
er-hands" shift the
emphasis to the purely
physical by reference
to Ihe poet's blood
relationships (and
shifting also from act
ive good will to fil
ial love) whereas in
previous lines, the
poet referred to friend
ship and humanity in
general. Thus, in thi
s section, Tennyson'
s hand images syrs,boli
ze
the compassion of the
heavenly hand, the hum
an hand reaching out
to a fellow creature,
and the earthly hand
bound to another by

In Section LXXXVTT,
Tennyson shows his rea
lization that
earthly life continues
deepite the inevitabl
e passing of its
transient residents.
The hands in this pas
sage re "e]appinz han
ds,"

lc the vcutb
re.-:sited Lv Tcnn7:o:..

who now oceu:py Hallam's old coll
ege room,
Not only do these clapping hands sign
ify

continuity, but thev--in a larg
er sense--also give the connotation
of eternal renewal. (LXXXVII
; 19)
By the time Tennyson penned Sect
ion CIX, he had completely
idealized Hallam (the verity
of which is of no consequence to this
study). To mount Hallam on
the apex of wisdom and morality, the
poet chose to present him as
worthy of the infinite faith of a
child who "would twine/A trus
ting hand, unask'd in thine." (CIX;
18-19) This metaphorical figu
re reiterates the poet's owm childlik
e
trust in Hallam, the love expr
essed being less filial than reverent
.
Knowledge again is the primary
referent in Section
In the contest between knowledg
e and wisdom, Tennyson believes the
"higher hand" (CXIV; 27) to be
the power of conversion (knowledge
to wisdom); the milder knowledg
e ray then walk "side by side
/With
wisdom" (CXIV; 19-20) just as
the earthly runs concurrently with
the heavenly. Tennyson views
Hallam as having achieved his goal of
allying knowledge with wisdom
early in life, growing "by year and
hour/In reverence and in char
ity." (CXIV; 27-28) Intellect agai
n
is the keynote in Section CIX,
as the poet feels his spirit permeate
d
by that of Hallam when in his
memory and imagination he again feel
s
"the pressure of thine hand."
(CIX; 12)
The hand imagery reverts to the
divine in Section CXXIV.
Tennyson freely admits that the
reborn faith within his heart is
beyond his intellectual comprehe
nsion: but though "out of darkness
comes the hands/That reach thro
' nature, roulding men," (CXXIV; 2324) the poet is comforted hy this
faith in the -are manner as "o

child in doubt and fear" (CX
XIV; 17) e7en wnile crying receiv
es
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measure of comfort knowing "hi
s father near." (CXXIV; 20)
The hand images which Tenn
yson uses to symLolize desirable
characteristics and love in nat
ure, humanity, and the divine run
the gamut from the simpli
city of a trusting child to the
complexity
of an assumed deity. The
poet demonstrates his insight int
o the
needs of humanity as a whole,
intensifying the yearnings of the
heart with subtle hand ima
ges. The hand plays a vital role
in
domestic imagery as a whole
because it is the sensory impu
lses
which enable man to he a crea
ture of domesticity, perceiving
life
from a multiplicity of sti
muli and responding to it in sund
ry
fashions. The poet has pre
sented desirable hand images in
a
multilevel of meaning, but in
itself this series of hand images
is but a partial view.
Contrasting with the several hand
images in pleasing
situations are those which
evoke undesirable thoughts and
feelings
in the reader. Although the
se images are dealt with as a sep
arate
group, in reality they are
intermingled throughout In Memoriam
with the many other domest
ic images. Life and emotions are
never
static; therefore, repres
entations of life and emotions mus
t mirror
realistically the variation
s and alterations within them.
For this
reason Tennysen's less tha
n pleasing hand images are necessar
y to
round out the entire scope
of sorrow, despair, and hope. And
just
as the hand images found in
attractive settings symbolize love
in its
three dirensions, the les appealing—in le anner—
symLolize
love in its completeness.

Tennyeee'e te-r2y stet

of

C!:1Vt.O5i 4 ,, he sought to place

for the lcee of his friend on an
unkind end uncaring force.
These - Iural laws on which he had
once depended became despicable to
him. In Section III, the hand imag
ery is full of contempt for nature
and of despair over man's utter suhl
ection to an unconcerned force.
The poet's plaintive cry in the
following lines is almost Platonic:
'And all the phantom, Nature, stan
ds-With all the music in her tone,
A hollow echo of my own-A hollow form with empty hands.'
(III; 9-12
Even more potent than the image of
the empty hand is the
visualization Tennyson elicits of
the reaching, yet unreachable hand
liallam extends in Section VII.
:ere the poet implies a loss of
direction as sleeplessly he is "wai
ting for a hand,/A hand that can
be clasp'd no more." (VII; 4-5)

The poet is bitter and aimless as

'ne expresses in the harshest line
of the poem:
street breaks the blank day." (VII
; 12)

"On the bald

In additicn to harshness

of this alliterative line, there appe
ars a barrenness of love,
antithetical to the fullness of ag6p
e.
:n Section X, Tennyson hints at both
filial and erotic love,
yet locates both in such a setting of
sterility that any incipient
goodness is negated.

The hands in this section are "trembling
hands,"

(X; 7) belonging to the sailor's
wife who awaits him with great
anxiety.

Thus the expected love--filial and roma
ntic—between the

sailor and his wile is shown to be
in the treacherous hands of fate,
a fate which has proven perfidious
also in returning to Tennyson an
undeserved "dark freight, a vani
sn'd life." (X; 8)

Si
"Trembling fingers" are again found in Section XXX.
here one does not encounter the hopelessness
of Section X.

However,
Father

the "trembling fingers" with which "did we weave
/The holly round the
Christ-as hearth" (XXX; 1-2) show the activ reali
e
zetion that life
rust go on.

The poet, in using "trembling finger," brings

verisimilitude to the image since sadness is state
d, and the image
in its entirety is realistic.

The following lines of this section

also add to the sense of reality in the repor
ting of the Christmas
scene:

"And in a circle hand-in-hand/Sat silent, looki
ng each at

each." (XXX; 11-12)

The scene throughout suggests unhappiness

over Kallam's death, but it is also a scene
of tranquil love.
Another hand image that is given an unattractive setti
ng
is found in Section LXX.

Tennyson's hand, in this instance, is a

"hand that points." (LXX; 7) The context cf the
hand image is
displeasing, being filled with gloom, ghostlines
s, and "palled
shapes."

The pointing hand gives the connotation of a ruden
ess

which eliminates and excludes love in any form
from its very
presence.

However, these: lines, purged of love, are used
by

Tennyson for the purpose of weeding out the unfru
itful in
preparation of the field for a pleasant regro
wth, as evidenced by
the following lines:
Till all at once beyond the will
I hear a wizard music roll,
And thro' a lattice on the soul
Looks thy fair face and makes it still.
(LXX; 13-16)
Again in Section LXXII, the poet designates a super
natural
pmeer Ly the lines:

"When the dark hand struck down thro' time,/And

canceli'd nature's best." (LXXII; 19-20)
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The "dark hand,"
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ntin-

r .:t fc'ely rie:!

test," and , vcn possesses ill will
toY,:.1

an.

Tennyson

:nsiders nature not only inhospit
able but also unnatural in its
fe_ing and conLern toward its own.

In the prevalence of such an

attitude, the poet feels that man
lives in a loveless, chaotic
state.
An emotional change is apparent in
Section LXXX.

The "dead

hands" of this section evoke in
the reader a temporary feeling of
dislike as one considers the illusory
attributes of anything dead.
However, on closer examination ther
e is an implication of affinity
been Tennyson and his dead frie
nd, the latter reaching out from
his grave "dead hands/To comfort me."
(IXXX; 16)

Hands here

sy-_zolize the beneficial love flow
ing outward from the unseen world
of the -lead.
Section LXXXIV continues the thought
of influence extending
from the grave.

Again Tennyson sets up an image solely
dependent

upofl itself, only to bring forth
the spiritual sway held over the
living by the dead:
What time mine own might also flee,
As link'd with thine in love and fate
,
And, hovering o'er the dolorous strait
To the other shore, involved in thee
,
Arrive at last the blessed goal,
And He that died in Holy Land
Would reach us out the shining hand
And take us as a single soul.
(LXXXIV; 37-44)
Tennyson thus symboli7es love tco
specific and personal to be
encempassed in ag,IT,e; the love which
transcends boundaries of life
is nredominantly philia.

In Section XC, Tennyson dis
courses on the possibilities
that
might transpire if one sho
uld return to life from the dea
d:
But if they came who past awa
y,
Behold their brides in other
hands;
The hard heir strides about
their lands,
And will not yield them for
a day.
(XC; 13-16)
Other hands symbolize love gon
e astray, a love transformed
into
jealousy. The poet poses thi
s possibility in order to sho
w that his
own love is steadfast:
Ah, dear, but come thou bac
k to me:
Whatever change the years hav
e wrought,
I find not yet one lonely
thought,
That cries against my wish
for thee.
(XC; 17-20)
Hand images which at first
seem to he outbursts from
Tennyson's state of deject
ed hopelessness are often fou
nd to he, in
reality, means of testing
his readiness to accept the unc
hanreable.
Each such forward motion
provided him with a step in his
new pat--.rn
of responses--from which
was to come in time a workab
le faith in
divine and human purposes.
Clearly, the contrast of the
seemingly
opposite hand images—loth
of which symbolize love or tl-e
absence
thereof--provides the rea
ler a view into the total emo
tional upheaval
and turmoil of Tennyson'
s extended spiritual odysse
y.
A third category of hand
imagery, which cannot be ove
rlooked,
is that small group which
rortrays the Victorian preocc
upation with
work. Of course, here als
o the har.!s are symbols of lov
e, a social
Icy:, therefore d form of
ag5-e
In Section XXXIII, "hands" are
shown to he "quicker unto
good," by which Tennyson rec
oeri7es the
value of serving others.
(XXX1II; 10) This Idea exe
mplifies
perfectly the poet's phi
losophy of working out his own
grief.

Secticn LXTV, Tennyson
illustrates his philoL-op
hy 1-7
eng4,ed in physical aotivi
ty:

"1110 plough', with
pain his native lea
/And reaps the labour
of his hands." (LX1V; 25E) Luring this the
rapeutic exertion, the poe
t contemplates
unLnswerable questions
, for example: -Does my
old friend remember
me?" (iXIV, 28) Par
adoxically, in Section
LXXV, it is Hallam's
hands that are used
in a sense of labor.
Tennyson believes his
friend, too, will be
busy in his new abode, and
he believes that
Hallam's work will be
of a higher value tha
n his own:
So here shall silence gua
rd thy fame;
But somewhere, out of
human view,
Whate'er thy hands are
set to do
Is wrought with tumult
of acclaim.
(LXXV; 17-20)
ork is again explicit
in Section :XXVIII.

The second
Christmas scene takes
place with weaving hands
implied by these l_nes:
Again at Christmas did
we weave
That holly round the
Christmas hearth;
The silent snow possess'd
the earth,
And calmly fell cur Chr
istmas-eve.
(LXXVIII; 1-4)
Tennyson, by associati
on, implies that the cal
mness of the fourth
line has--at least
in part--been precipita
ted by the application of
the Victorian concep
t of work.
7f. the hand images per
taining to work symbolize
love, then
the form of love wou
ld of necessity be age
pe. The hand images of
this group are fewer
than those classified
as having been pleaently
or .enpleantly portra
yed, hut their inclusion
is appropriate .:Ince
the .r3nd not only is a
vital element toward c:o
mestication but also
is nymbolic nf the
binding force of domest
icity: love.

linelly, cuecluding the study of Land imagery in In !rmoriam
is a final instance in Section CXv.XII.

Here Tennyson envisions a

future race of man who will he "a closer linriBetwixt us and the
crowning race." (CXXXII; 127-128)

This imaginary race is to he

objective in their backward looks toward the ages past, and in the
chjectivity they will comprehend those truths which escape present
generations:
Of those that, eye to eye, shall look
On knowledge; under whose command
Is Earth and Earth's, and in their hand
Is Nature like an open hook.
Throughout In reooriam the four types of hand imagery have
!e,

intermingled, conveying the depths and heights of Tennyson's

arduous journey.

Still they have constituted a harmonious part of

the total theme of negation, indifference, and affirmation.

It is

apparent that these images were chosen with care to represent man's
duality of nature:

what he is and what he hopes to he.

types exemplified in this chapter were:

The four

those whose sensory

evocations are pleasant t(!, the realer, those which arouse the reader
to unwanted erotions, those few Images concerned with the Victorian
cure-all work, and one example of neutrality representing passivity.
The hand irages of In remoriam were shown to symbolize love in its
three dimensions:

ag6pe, shilla, and ercs.

Of the three Tennyson

found agSpe -ore applicable to his feelings for Hallam, but agape
by image and Ly inference frequently took on characteristics of
philla and eros.

The agape denoted by hand imaKery often extencled

beyond good dill to include the fraternal feelings of philia; it
often ahsoreed from eios the passion of the spirit of romantic love

(as orpo.3ed to
the p,ssion of
the flesh). Not
only was aOpe
augmented by the
characteristic at
tributes of philia
and eros
through hand im
agery, but both
supportive emotio
ns served to round
out and intensif
y the seemingly
stagnant moods as
well as the
transitional mo
ods experienced
by Tennyson as he
journeyed from
negation to affi
rmation. The po
et's choice of th
e hand to symboliz
e
the fullness of
love was appropri
ate since it is
the extended hand
that beckons love
: agape, philia
, or eros.

V.

DENIAL

"For all is dark where
thou art not"
The early sections of
In !!e-oriam are poetic
displays of
Tennyson's fresh and pai
nful grief over the los
s of Hallam, his
dearest friend. The
poet was unaccustomed
to the depths of et.otion
to which he found himsel
f suddenly subjected,
and his rabid fixation
in pursuing an immode
rate indulgence in sor
row, despair, and reject
ion
of heretofore he'd bel
iefs is evident in his
early rhie‘,f the work.
As if often the case
with those who survive
such a period of deep
-.egation, Tennyson nex
t entered into a passio
nless period of
indifference to all sti
muli--past, present, or
future. The poet's
profound (but virgin)
sensitivity has Qccasi
oned the excessive
intemperance of his gri
ef at this point. The
expenditure of such
an inordinate amount
of emotion of necessity
left the poet drained
and incapable of any
feeling. This latent
period, however, brough
t
to ttle poet a calmness
in which affirmation of
the value and
goodness of life was
to be established.
Having dealt with hom
e and hand imagery--bot
h rajor
constituents of domest
ic Imagery—elsewhere
in this work, the study
within this chapter
will treat the progre
ssion of sorrow tc:.ard
its
eventual .1.onclusion
through the remaining ama
lgamation of domestic
inaF,es. In order to
pre;ent the course of
the poet's proLyes out
of his deepest sorrow
, those images which con
form to this course
will bv examined here
without regard to their aet
ual placement in
57

eezele -.

This, of coulee, dors no*
ifeile!e t'. eonte l i

tLri
sifts tack end fcrth
in Tennyson'; moods from
dav to day, or even
from hour to hour, but
rather this delineation
permits a clearer
study in a logical seq
uence.
Tennyscn's despair over
the loss of Hallam--and
indeed over
the fate of mankind--is
fully established in Sec
tion II. Although
these stanzas eymlol
ize nature's self-renewal
and he- omnipotence
over man, the lines
are pertinent to a study
of domestic imagery
since an unknown power
provides the setting in whi
ch man must
maintain his domestic
state. The "rid yew," as
described in the
first line, clearly dis
plays the inevitable des
tiny of man (death):
Old Yew, which grdspe
rt at the stones
That name the under lyi
ng dead,
Thy fibres net the dre
amless head,
ay roots are wrapt abo
ut the hones.
(II; 1-4)
The next etanza contra
sts nature's eternal cyc
le of renewal with
man's ephemeral earthl
y sojourn. To show the
irreversible,
separate patterns hound
to nature and to mankin
d respectively, the
poet chose to parallel
the force upon which eac
h might rely: nature
upon the seasons to ach
ieve the balanced cycle
and man upon his own
devices which, in rea
lity, aid his passing:
The seasons bring the
flower again,
And bring the firstling
to the fleck;
And in the duck of thee,
the clock
Beats out the little
lives of man.
(II; 5-8)
rinally, Tennyson restat
es man's predestined fat
e:
Arid gaz:eg on thee,
sullen tree,
Sick for thy stubborn
hardihood,
I seem to fail from out
my blood
And grow incorporate int
o thee.
(II; 13-16)

The poet continues the thought of

le'n, ,:uhject to the

enmerciful pleasure of i;reater powers
in Section III.

Put here

Tennyson perscnifies "Sorrow" (III; 1-4)
and gives her equality with
- ature." (I-II; 9-12)

Neither, according to the poet, looks

favorably upon man's impotence before
them.

Tennyson, in speaking

of Sorrow, uses an image highly represen
tative of domesticity when
asking if he shall "embrace her" (Sor
row):
And shall I take a thing so blind,
Embrace her as my natural good;
Cr crush her, like a vice of blood,
Upon the threshold of the mind?
(III; 13-16)
Man's emotional needs as well as his rati
onality direct him into
domestic pursuits, and he embraces
that--or those--dear to him,
crushing whatever endangers his domestic
state of mind and body.
This implication is apparent in the closing
thought of Section 117.
In Section IV, Tennyson, "within a helm
less bark," (IV; 3)
yields to a dialog between the two part
s of his nature:

the heart

and the head.

The heart succumbs to the irltensity of the
poet's
4
grief, crying out: "Break, thou deep vase
of chilling tears,/That
grief bath shaken into frost!" (1V;
11-12)

iere the hart, pleading

for release, :s compared to a vase
in which the cold has crystalized
the contents.

In spite of the heart's desire for delivera
nce, the

poet suppresses his emotional needs and
turns to Victorian
prag'ism:
Such clouds of nameless trouble cross
All night below the darken'd eyes;
With morning wal-,es the will and cries,
'Thou shalt not be the fool of loss.'
(TV; 13-16)

to tLe
.pf

orrc

_is reitcra',ed in Section 7

The Jaluish is evident,

eee more evident is the poet's attempt to surjrss and hide It:
In words like weeds, I'll wrape me o'er,
Like coarsest clothes against the cold;
But that large grief which these enfold
Is given in outline and no more.
(V; 9-12)
Heee Tennyson carefully chooses words in which to clothe his grief,
using them to express and, at the same time, to hide his emotion as
the widow's weeds shield her while exhibiting her loss.

At this

point in his sorrow, the pcet is in full and anguished mourning and
7cf-es nc attempt

TO

look beyond his desolate state of mind.

In Section VI, friends offer Tennyson the ty-pical consolation
to the bereaved:

"other friends remain" and "loss :s common to the

race." (VI; 1-2) But the poet emphatically rejects this reason'lg
with the harsh reply:

"Too common!

Never 7creing wore/To evening,

but sorre heart did break." (VI; 7-8)

Following this exchange of

views, Tennyson illustrates his conclusion by the use of three
dce.estie relationships that end in unmerited tragedy.

First, there

is the father who lifts his glass in toast to his "gallant son,"
but L.efcre the "draught be done," a shot "Lath still'd the life
that beat" from him.

(V1; 10-12)

Next, the noet e:eemplifies the

neeeelve viewpoint by presenting a mother prayinp to Cod for the
safe.
:
- y c= her sailor son, an:: while she prays:

"His leavy-chotted

1-.-17-.rc-7-:-.rcud/rrcps in his vast and wandering grave." (VI; 12-1)
Lnc, finally, to ef,itomize the injustice of any ruling force, the
poet ima7ines a meek, dove-like maiden awaitine; her love, nreparing
herself to please hin, (VI; 25-32) and while she sets "a ringlet

.,," (V.7; :
,E) !Ar -fture 1,or/W,1!; drz.;n'! in :,-.-;sing -tht,)' the
fr-:d,/Cf

fa]ling from

is horse." (VI; 37-/W)

Tennyson

identifies his 7oss of Hallam with unwarranted, cruelly perpetrated
and wanton destruction of human life.

7urther he denies thet he

will be mollified by senseless platitudes, stating rather:

"unto

.Le no second friend." (VI; 44)
Another relationship is used in Section VIII to illustrate
Tennyson's insatiable yearning for the return of the past.

He

likens himself to "a happy lover" who comes to his beloved only to
find her gone.

(VIII; 1-4)

The result of her departure is that

"the chambers are emr-tied of delight." (VIII; 8)

Tennyson also

..—os no delight in life, stati- . "for all is dark where thou art
not."

(VIII; 12)

Aeain the poet notes that presodv is his T-ain-

stay, and "this pcor flower of poesy" (VIII; 19) will be planted
on Hallam's tomb, "That if it can it there may bloom,/Or ding,
there at least may die." (VIII; 23-24)
Tennyson again refers to himself as having been widowed in
section IX.

As Hallam's body approaches by way of the sea, the

poet emphasizes the closeness of their relationship In the following
lines:
My Arthur, whom I shall not see
Till all my widow'd race be run;
tear as the mother to the son,
Yere than my brothers are to 7-e.
(IN; 17-20)
He '-.rther e1ucidal.:es this relationship by the sw;gestIon that the
love he held for Hallam was bright enough to serve as a beacon to
guide the ship home.

(IX; 9-12)

F:2

Tennyson's grief modulates somewhat in
Section XIII.
poet again uses the widower's loss to set
forth his own.

The

Here the

domestic imagery is strangely intense consi
dering that this is
the first time Tennyson has looked ahead
to a respite from his tears.
The paradox in emotional direction
is most evident as the widower
would "weep a loss for ever new,/A void
where heart on heart
reposed;/And, where warm hands have prest
and closed," (XIII; 5-7)
while Tennyson speaks for his own loss
in these words:
Come Time, and teach me, many years,
I do not suffer in a dream;
For now so strange do these things seem
,
Mine eyes have leisure for their tears
.
(XIII; 13-16)
Still awaiting the ship's arrival in Secti
on XVII, Tennyson
now sends forth his "blessing, like
a line of light/ . . . like a
beacon" (XVII; 10-12) to direct it home.
expresses his feeling of widowhood:

Once again Tennyson

"The dust of him I shall not

see/Till all my widow'd race be run." (XVI
I; 19-20)

In this

section, he longed for the ship to "come
quick, thou bringest all
- 341

I love" (XVII; 8) just as one longs to face
the inevitable heartbreak
quickly in order to have the initial pain
in the past.
In Section XX, there is another ebb and flow
of the poet's
grief.

Here Tennyson shows the two different sides
of grief,

exemplified by the contrast between the
severity of grief experienced
by servants who had lost their master
and children who had lost
their father.

The "lesser griefs" (XX; 1) of the servants
"weep the

fulness from the mind," (XX; 6) while
they contemplate finding
"another service." (XX; 8)

However, the children's grief stems

from "within," and their tears, "that
at their fountain freeze,"

_ the unO,cd -ear, -)c r.eu

hear,
leak.

Ten-risen,

';hile admitting his "lighter moods
" (XX; 9) are lihe those of the
servants, finds himself almost conti
nually, here, in the low spirits
of one suffering an Intense anc:u4
sh of mind and heart.

The "vacant

chair" serves as the vehicle for
this mood in the following lines:
But open converse is there none,
So much the vital spirits sink
To see the vacant chair, and think
,
'How good: How kind! and he is
gone.'
(XX; 17-20)
As the first Christmas after Halla
m's death approaches,
Tennyson reaches the lowest point
of despair.

Here the poet

considers the very e)servance of
Christmas to be a sacrilege to
his friend's memory.

He states his belief in this way:

With such ccmpeiling cause to griev
e
As daily vexes 'Leuse' old peace,
And chains regret to his decease,
How dare we keep our Christmas-eve.
(XXVIII; 1-4)
The idea of domesticity permeates
this section, not only through
the Christmas season but also
through the overpowering images of
hospitality.
atmosphere

of

The hospitality is subdued by the still
prevalent
mourning, hut Tennyson clings to establishe
d tradition

throughout the holidays.

However, he does so outwardly only, since

his heart has suffered irrevocabl
e loss.

Still, Tennyson continues

to he the dutiful Victorian:
Old sisters of a day gone by,
Cray nurses, loving nothing new;
Why should they miss their yearly
due
Before their time? They too will
die.
(XXVIII; 13-16)
By the time Tennyson penned Section
XLI, his 1eelim7s of
recnrring doubt and despair had becom
e periodic.

!ii.; erer Lad

•;:i2 L

-i- owyr

doul,ts--t1,eugh more

than before—return.

ere ,
:hat iallam has attained a hieer state, he feels
t1-,ets change is not to he desired for
"thou art turn'd to
ce7ethin,7„ strange." (XLI; g)

Tennyson uses domestic imagery--the

tern mate--to intensify and provide contr
ast with Hallam's new
strangeness:
Yet oft when sundown skirts the moor
An inner trouble I behold,
A spectral doubt which makes me cold,
That I shall Ie thy mate no more.
(XLI; 17-20)
The poet further recoe-nizes his own retro
grecsion into unrestrained
gref in Section LXXXIV, in which he muses:
What reel wes that on which I leant?
Ah, backward fancy, wherefore wake
The old bitterness again, and Ireak
The low beginnings cf content.
(LXXXIV; 45-48)
1:nrestrained ;rief destroys; therefore, Tenny
son scucht to
fini a

etho' by wb.ch he might curtail this destructiv
e force in

order tc eervive.
Into

He achieved this lessening of crief by moving

:n stream cf Victorian thouFht.

a

Victorian society was

of studied indifference to those situations
or events

cac

of evoking unwanted emotional involvemen
t.

The good

Victorian su-pressed any uncomfortable
feelinr and devoted hi, self
+o

•

:-d hs

utv as he saw it.

Thus, Tennyson has this

CY.Z.77'

:nfifference to the unpleasant hefor

no lnTr

evcte

hi

exclusive.ly to his grief.

''hn he could

As early as Seclion XI (amonc thoe, -craticns (epcctinp the
arrival of :'allam's body), Tennyson is able to momentarily bury his
deeper emotions within a semblance of calm.

The bond of friendship

that had existed between the two friends is the basic image in this
section, but more important is the contrast between the cuter calmness
of the "morn without a sound" (XI; 1) along with the diffused calmness
throughout the section and the inner calmness felt by Tennyson,

"d

calmer grief," (XI; 2) and the calmness now resting with the dead
Hallam:

"And dead calm in that noble breast." (XI; 19)

The

beginnings of controlled and suppressed emotion are now evident,
Irat the poet has not ,,et reached a passive state, as noted by these
lI nes:

1.1t

A

In my heart, if calm at all,/If any calm, a calm

despair." (XI; 15-16)
After varyinr. moods of intervening sections, the poet an
finds himself inhabited by "calm despair" in Section XVI.

(XVI; 2)

Tennyson here is puzzled by the dichotomy of the t/o emotions he
exteriences.

He conveys this confusion by Use of an image
1
suggesting a domestic scene--tenants inhabiting an abode:
net words are these have fall'n from me?
Can calm despair and wild unrest
te tenants of a single breast,
Or sorrow such a changeling be?
(XVI; 1-4)
7hat Tennyson does not come out of the depth of his sorro: di.nout

feelinss of ;
.uilt and instability is apparent in the -Ffollowing stanra:
And made me that '!elr'es man
Whose fancy
.:ed new,
And tlashes 7nto !.11se and true,
And mingles all without a plan?
(XVI; 17-20)

eerlfaion and despair eives wav
iticn.
evoked

thlead of domesticity hele is the imai
e

the exprez,sicn "tickle tongue." (XXV
I; 4)

The poet hopes

tc pre7e the constancy of his love for
his friend, saying:

"for I

long to arove/No lapse of moons can
canker Love,/Whatever fickle
tongues -ay say." (XXVI; 2-4)

Yet he recognizes that love may be

displaced by indifference, and in
the hegirning of this period of
transition from a negative outlook
to one of at least a half-hearted
acceptance, the poet looks upon any
change in his grief as an
unfcrgivable failure in duty of Hall
am's memory.

Indeed, he sees

death as a desired alternative:
Oh, if indeed that eye foresee
Or ;ee (in Him is no before)
In more of life true life no more
And Love the indifference to be,
Then might I find, ere yet the morn
Freaks hither over Indian seas,
That T-hadow waiting with the keys
,
Tc shroud re frcm my proper scorn.
(XXVI; 9-16)
T-erhaps if Tennyson's ragged emotions
had 1 ong remained in
a state of indifference, they would
have heccre irr.cvahle.

The

result of such solidification woul
d have greatly altered subsequent
poetic ezpression during the poet's
emotional journey.

Luckily,

however, time brought another chan
ge; the first Chrictmas season
brou7ht the acet to e7!otional life
again, and it wac this painful
relirth that :crovide-7 the momentum
for the last phaFe of his
sorrowful odyssey:

the affirmation of power and its purp
ose for good.

This affirmation will provide an adeq
uate and safe route cut of the
poet's wilderness and desert of desp
air.

The demesrie ray of 1:ht

•

that 1-amee'. so

the

cnet's 'ittereh
our

sustained him; in hiz, hours of emoti
onal larrenness, the li:;ht
flickered from afar showing him
a life beyond his own rational
thought.

Thus cne realizes that because of the

cmestic atteo.h-.nts

That were an integral part of
Tennyson's life, he was able to
survive and struggle toward specu
lation on and acceptance of a realm
beyond that in which the domestic
scene and relationships exemplify
the most nearly terfect state of
affairs, as man understands
perfection.
Domestic imaTery in this chapter
provided the vehicle by
which Tennyson wan e.11e to disp
lay his mrief in a poetic memorial
to his lost friend.

The figurative language allowed hithe means

of expression hv whi - h he - leht
expurgate the t.nhealthy emoticns of
his tempetucus 7riec. riallam's
death occasioned the darkest hours
of the poet's 1-'fe, and it was
not surixisilw, that this darkness
should extend to all levels of
his consciousness, evoking a totally
ne;ative viewpoint of thefate of man:

the inner and the eltr--

an.

Just as Tennyson turned to domes
ticity for sustenance and for
expression of his bitterness, he
turned to a central there of hoth
dorsticity and of Christian theo
logy (the Christian holiday season)
for rational, emotional, and spir
itual relief and For the fortitud
e
with '6hich to ,-merge from 17oth
negation and indifference.

VI.

AFFP,NATION

elieving where we cannot prove"
Tennyson had been exposed to stro
ng religious influences from
the tine of his birth.

In addition, however, his father
, who was a

clergyman of the Church of Eng
land, provided for knowledge of sec
ular
ratters both at home and at sch
ool; thus Tennyson develcped ear
ly in
life an interested--yet questi
oning—attitude toward all learni
ng.
Fallam and Tennyscn together
examined the problems science had
created for the Victorian, achi
eving a counter-balance of scient
ific
and religious theory. After
hallam's death, Tennyson realized
to
w'r..F:t extant he had relied on
his friend to maintain tl.is balanc
e.
In the noet's early grief, it
is evident that he finds no balanc
e in
life nor in philosophy; furthe
r he views the chaos, newly revealed
to him, as being a cruelly hos
tile environment for ran.
Throughout Tennyson's early peri
od of trial, the home was
his sare..tuary.

Pe clutched firmly those familiari
ties of his domestic

life and those domestic relati
onships wnich held him in orderly
bondage.

When the poet began to reaffi
rm his Lelief that the overall

design cf the universe was
to benefit mankind, his domestic
images
reflected this change in attitu
de. Just as in the poet's dee
pest
Zespair, the images used are
not always set in unpleasant situat
ions,
the poet does not now rely tot
ally on positive images in denoting
a
dawning of understanding and hop
e. Father the poet utilizes roetic

.rtao

.

.1.gures to inte...
-leaning

. .
1.0 contrast wlz:!

cr - o

another lev,-,1

iferent of the in-age.

It was in a purely domestic
setting that Tennyson placed his
first re-acceptance of the
possibility of a greater life
beyond the
Th<- 2hr:c-Tras seacri of Sect
ion XXX had co,npletelv reavaken
ed
the pain of the poet's earl
y grief, sending him from a
recently
gained passive plateau into
the depths of despair, "making
vain
pretence/Of gladness," (XXX;
6-7) but with "one mute Shadow
watching all." (XXX; 3) From
amid such woe strangely "a gent
ler
feeling crept," (XXX; 17)
and Tennyson--along with those
gathered -sang from the heart of hope
:
Cur voices took a higher
range:
Once more we sang: 'They do
not lie
Nor lose their mortal symp
athv,
7er change to us, altho' tey
(XXX; 21-24)
Hope gives way to speculation
in Section XLIV.

Speculation
here is the age-'1d question
of remembrancc of earthly
life after
death--or of a heavenly life
before birth. Tenny-en chose to
designate the di7ision betw
een irmcrtality and mortalit
y by the use
of domestic imagery: "God
shut the doorways of his head
." (XLI1;
The foremost concern of
the poet in this section is
the bridging of
the chasm in order that Hall
am may rerember thir friendsh
ip:
If such a dreamy touch shou
ld fall,
0 turn thee round, resolve
the doubt;
7:./ guardian angel will spea
k out
In that high place, and
tell thee all.
(XLIV; 13-16)
Thouzh Tenn7scn's doubt conc
erning the future of the dead
ha: Jihated,
'e 31.1‹-s: "ow
it with the happy dead?" (XLIV;
1) Still the
remain-.
that "the happy aead" may have
no reMgrv of

,;c1mmiliposprol,4Pw.

circee, tan e:;

he poet eee on!';

-

e?dim touch of

ee.thly things" (.'LTV; 11) nay
r.e.ch his fr;En1 Ie his spiritual
eee

r

Tennyson does not feel that a
potent domestic power--eeiend-should be rendered totally impo
tent in heaven.
The power of domesticity is brou
ght out by the father image

of Section LITT.

However, even here human frailty
is shown to be

inherent--possibly necessary—to
complete the fruition of man's
greatness. Tennyson used the
image of the not uncommon Victoria
n
father-con relationship, "a
sober man, among his Icys" (LIII;
2) to
sy'eolize a reasonable wav
of life in opposition to the infl
exibility
d-,eande7: by the sectarian cree
ds: "divine Thi1osc.7." (WI;
14)
---ece feels that man prof
its by his experiences (=oth good and
enel that he becomes a

etter -an for Lavine: toeched infireel
Lty:

And dare we to this fancy give,
That had the wild oat not been
sown,
The soil, left 1-arren, scarce
had grown
The grain by which a man may live
?
(LITT; 5-8)
,-ill he asks:

"vet who will preach it as a trut
h?"

(1,1- II;

11)

The concept of the edifying
power of sin is not in harmony
with
doctrine; rather it is in harmcny
with Victorian practice.
- necrn fears that the earr
ow confines of the creeds will eulm
'r?ate
7: ge.'iy if "divine IhilosopleaS
hould push beyond her mark, and
'
- /-soceress to the Lords
cf
(LTII; 14-1) this Is a prel
ude
7enneson's eventual affirmation
that "there lives 177c- re faith in
'eceest ,loubt/ . . . than in
half the creeds." (XC'.-1.; 1112)
:here is eci- e o„ anether type appa
rent in '.‘action LTX.

It
is net a hope that elandone
the nest in looking to the futu
re, but
-ether the
!eared on the ., .lee!re to 7o lon:
,1-A

while -eIee'e - elong a
serrce
Tennyson us

::etic relatione -ei

'a:

eee w2te lir.

in teis section to symLolize

the role sore: will
play in his :ife.

The abstract emotion,

sorree -, in alle=cr: rep
resents "ec casual ristre
se, but a wife"
(LIX; 2) to the oet, thu
s becoming calm, steadfast
, and permanent
in union w1t7rather than exhibiting the
extremes of passion
and instability typica
l of unmarried love. The
pcet's desire for
a bearable relationship
does nct preclude his nee
d for and
acceptance of varying
emotions within a livable
framework. He
realizes sorrow, now a
part of hi-, will "he som
etimes lovely
like a bride," (LIX;
6) and at ti-es from 'Ys
sadness will cr-e
emotional st:7-1: equiva
lent to that experienced
by young lovers.
".owever, the eeee's
passion, like tt of the
marriage relationship,
is a controllea end
manageable passion:
!.'.y centred passion car
net move,
will it lessen fr.= to-day
;
14ee I'll have leave at
times to play
is with the creature of
my love.
(LIX; 9-12)
The imitEe of the wife
concludes Seceicn LIX as
the poet
characterTzes eorrow as
no longer heving a separa
te identity:
And =et thee forth, for tho
u art mine,
.c:ieh so much hope for yea
rs to come,
Thee, howsoe'er I leecw
thee, some
Cculli hardly tell what na7
e were thine.
(LIX; 13-16)
Tennyscn's acceptance cf
Hallam's new existence and
his
hope for a een - _e_
ation of their relatiorship
is tempered in
Section
..ezouragement. The poet
cceeeres hime1f with
"some peer girl :-ee
ee heart is set/On one
whose rank exccede her
own." (LX; 3-4) Tie
ghl, while "mcv'ng abo
ut the bcaeehold

(IY;

1. )

he e-1:,net !ridi,e the :,:reratin 1c)o, that his own state is such

hit Hallcel, now

transfcrmed, ,:an never ,vain be withi
n his reach.
Aie:in in .'ection XLIV, Tennyson wonde
rs i
to ,-emem'-er him.

!!allam is cbI

in order to examine the question fully
, tl.e pcet

compares Hallam's ascent into the unkno
wn with that of the "divinely
gifted man,/Whose life in low estat
e began." (XLI7t 2-3)

This

leely man through action and aspir
ation has broken "his birth's
invidious bar." (XLIV; 5)

The childhood friend of this successful

now ploughing "his native lea," (XLIV
; 25) asks:
my old friend rememllee me?" (XLIV
; 29)

Likewise, the poet is asking

through the symbolic figure of this secti
on:
re-ember me?"

"7ces

"Does my old friend

Domestic imagery permeates this section,
serving as

the Lase from which life goes forward,
either to material succesor into infinity.
The domestic relaticnship of friends
is characterized in
Section LXV.

Tennyson feels that true friendship is
of such depth

that friends literally become part

Or

each other:

Since we deserved the name of frien
ds,
And thine effect so lives in me,
A part of mine may live in thee
And move thee on to noble ends.
(LXV; 9-13)
Thus tie poet now exists in eternity
through Hallam, who remains
alive through the etreet he has exert
ed on Tennyson.
Lcme-;ticity is juxta7osed with nature
and the surernatural
in Section LXIX.

he Teetic ficuies, conveyed by a dream vehic
le,

flr,: parallel Tennvon's be,cinninr
Tha-c of grief.

::ature here

es:..e:;
- t:

it ic

of mortality

?at Tennys:Dn round to be

fate of mank7nd- 'permanence and instability:
I :iream'.1 there would be Spring no more,
Th
ure's ancient power was lost:
The ..-treets were black with smoke and frost,
They chatter'd trifles at the door.
(LXIX; 1-4)
The poet symbolically escapes from thr: chao
s into the realm of the
divine, becoming a Christ figure in the foll
owing lines:
I wander'd from the noisy town,
I found a wood with thorny boughs:
I took the thorns to hind my brows,
I were them like a civic crown:
I Tet with scoffs, I met with scorns
7rom youth and babe and hoary Lairs:
They eall'd me in the public squares
The fool that wears a crown of thorns.
(LXIX; 5-12)
Tennyson next, in his dreamlike state, foresees
as aspect of the
divine philosophy which he will encompas
s later—that his belief
in the divine (ices not come to him by rati
onal thought but rather
by feeling:
He reach'd the;glory of a hand,
That seem'd to touch it into leaf:
The voice was not the voice of 7rief,
The words were haid to understand.
(LXIX; 17-20)
This predisposition toward intuitive religion
culminates in the
opening lines of the Prologue to In

emeriam:

Strong Son of Cod, immortal love,
Wh= we, that have not seen thy face,
Ey faith, and faith alone, eace,
Telieving where we cannot prove.
(rrolrc_r; 1-4)
The chaos of Tennyson's dream in Section LXIX is
in,n-!in
in

-,et:on LXX, this time by streaming crow-:

tLat
tro”.
,]nor:;,
erils of ucker'd feces drive;
le'ks that tumble half alive,
:nd lazy lengths en boundless shores.
(LXX; 0-12)
A sense of the do:2estic is conveyed
by "yawning doors."

The image

here provides vivid contrast for the
final image, "lattice on the
soul." (LXX; 15)

Through this lattice looks the "fair face
"

(LXX; 16) cf Ha]lam, providing a serenity
as opposed to the
tumultuous masses of previcus lines.
Again in Section LXXIV, Tennyson uses an unap
pealing pcetic
figure to prepare the reader for a sudd
en vision of beauty.

The

reaction of the mourners of the dead
man in this section allows
Tennyson to present a more meaningful
illustration of his own
postmortam rc.,1

t'ene of Hallam's worth.

Of the unidentified

"dead man," he wfltes:
Ps semetimes in a dead man's face,
To those that watch it more and more,
A likeness, hardly seen before,
Comes out--to some one of his race.
(LXXIV; 1-4)
Then in 7erscna1 revelation, he continue
s:
To, dearest, now thy Irews are cold,
I see thee what thou art, and know
likeness to the wise below,
Thy ..indred with the great of cid.
(LXXIV; 5-8)
Not only does

:be

t-,oet imply domestic relationships in this
section,

he also expresses a comforting theme of
death whici', civilized man
has made a ,
,;art of his domestic culture --that pers
ons beloved lend a
certain lei..utv to sleet:h.

The poet t!-:us concludes the section with
an

expression of this folk belief:
darYness neauti:u1 with thee."

•

•

. knowing Death had nadePiis

(LXXIV; 11-12)

tLt

road dc7.estir the7,s,

Tn Memori,,n, F:ection LXXVI nc,rro, to
1! e
the use of

nzi-7t ard common household tool to
descrile the

abstraction -f infinity:
Tae wings of fancy, and ascend,
And in a moment set thy face
where all the starry heavens of space
As sharpen'd to a needle's end.
(LXXVI; 1-5)
Much like the Insignificance of the
needle is liallam's face which
is set in a morent In the "heavens
of space."

Yet that which may

appear insignificant at the first view is
often vital
culture in which It is found.

In analogy,

o the

alla, rather than

being simply another face among the
stars, may prove to le a
necessary focal :art of the who/e.
One also notes the specific in Section
LYXVII.

Specific

household tasks serve to show Tennyson's
beliefs in the lack of
permanence for his poetic utterances of
sorrow:
The
lullablee of pain
ay bind E heck, ray line a box,
lay serve a maiden's locks.
(LXXVII; 5-7)
Still, the -oe+ Feels that the
expression of his loss is an end in
:taelf, as in nhe completion of those
tasks mentioned clove.

Of the

loss of hi: icrses, he says:
77..]t what of that?
y dar'7..en'd ways
Shall ring with music all the szme;
To breathe my loss is more than fame,
utter love more sweet than praise.
(LXXVIT; 13-16)
out his grief toward an acceptable
affirnation
of 1 7fe, TG.rn.,_cn lo( ks backward with
scrro-7 to sc-,2 of the extremes

the
.'.ere 're 'r't: to
tn

nection 'XXIX

amens cor hi - eerlier dc-)celption o

y broters are to me."

Pillam:

This offered apteasement to an

ended I rot'ler is conducted by an
equipoise of twe close relation'.at of physical brotherhocd with that
of loyal friendship.
Of the first, Tennyson explains:

"But thou and I are one in kind,/

As moulded li;ce in Nature's mint.
" (LXXIX; 5-0
the poet proffers:

But of the latter

"But he was rich where I was poor,/And
he suuplied

my want the more/As his unlikeness
fitted mine." (LXXIX; 18-20)

By
placing the to relationships side
by side and in balance, the poet
is thus able to examine the lifferent
,iseects ard values cf each.
1-11 Section LXXXIV, the poet devel
opes an ITIa2:nary life
for h1s dead friend, based on Halla
m's attributes and intentions
while he lived.

Tennyson is then al)le to see in his mind'
s eye

Hallam "crown'd with gcod,/A centr1
warmth diffusing bliss/Tn
glance and smile, and clasp and
kiss." (LXXXIV; 5-7)

The domestic

scene in which Hallam is Pictured is
core than t‘-.c home of a friend;
Tennyson broods over the loss of a
prospective brother-in-law as well:
Thy blood, my friend, and partly
mine;
For now the day was drawing on,
When thou should'st link thy life with
one
Of mine own house....
" (LXXXIV; 9-12)
The poet feels deprived of those
who would have "babbled 'Uncle?"
(LXXXIV; 13) on his knee, those
"unborn faces" which would have shone
"beside the never-liehted fire.
" (1,XXXIV; 19-20)

In this section,

Tennyson has momentarily retrogress
ed into former cricf, delaying his
victory over deep dest,air.

He forces, himself out of his "bac'..ward

fancy" that hreeks "-I-7:e low begin
ninzs cf content." (LXXX1V;

48)

exlseciant

C±:

4
he _Iwaits
;rrive at last the bleFsed goal,
Lnd Fe tat .!.ied in Holy Land
Would reach us cut the shining hand
And take us as a single soul.
(LXXXIV; 41-44)
Tennyson once again, in Section LXXXV, expresses his belief
that his friend lives ;n him:

"His being working in mine own,/TLe

footsteps of his life in mine." (LXXXV; 43-44)

The poet feels

Hallam near him and believes that his friend now enjoys a higher
-ode of existence:
The great Intelligences fair
That range above our mortal
In circle round the blessed
Feceived and cave him welcome
(LXXXV;

state,
gate,
there.
21-24)

This acceptance of 'eallam's more excellent state allows the poet
to
again look for joy for himself %•.itin his own life.

To achieve this

end, he contemplates domestic union with another:
heart, tho' widow'd, ray not rest
Quite in he love of what is gone,
But seeks to heat in time with one
That warn: another li7ing breast.
(LXXXV; 112-116)
Once more Tennyson narrows his scope from the general to the

ri

:7c in section LXXXIX.

Spring arouses in the poet memories of

te past wherl he and Hallam watched together nature's renewal.

The

fullness of spring had leen especially appreciated by Fallam who
would watch as the "witch-elms . . . counterehange the flocr/Of
this
flat lawn." (:XXXIX; 1-2)
or

During these pest happy davs "a ruest,

site, sung/Or here she brought the harp atd flunzrP ballad

to the hrifttening moon." (LXXXIX; 25-2P)

Contrastinr with the

as7,ect-: ot Vieerinn life are
te lines
nature's e7-ange

that extF..nd the houn.'aries of
domeetieity:

And Irushing ankle-deep in flow
ers,
heard behind the woodbine veil
The milk that bubbled in the
pail,
And buzzings cf the honied
hours.
(LXXXIX; 49-52)
Tennyson, in Secticn XC, eves
to friendship the highest
ran:c in domestic placement.

To support this supposition,
he

speculates on events one retu
rning from the dead might encounte
r:
But if they came who past awa
y,
Behold their brides in othe
r hands
The hard heir strides about
their lands,
And will not yield them for
a day.
Ye, tho' their sones were
none of these,
Not less the yet-loved sire woul
d make
Confusion worse than death, and
shake
The pillars of demestic peac
e. (XC; 13-20)
Eeeause of the probable
change that would occur after
husband an'
wi'e were parted by deat
h--or even fathers and sons
--Tennyson 5:els
friendship superior, finding
"not yet one lonely thought/
That cries
against 7y wish for thee."
(XC; 23-24) Also apparent in
these
stanzas is the poet's acce
ptance that Hallam does live
on.
Following his speculation on
the relationship of the dead
tc the living, noted in prev
ious sections, Tennyson expe
riences a
(11. si-m:stical reunion
with his friend in Section XCV.
The do7estic
setting of this reunion was
Somersby on a warm summer righ
t:
.or
une'erfoot the herb was dry
/ . . . and over the sky/The
silvery haze
of summer
. ." (XCV; 2-4) But the
Poet finds himself alone "when
those others, one by one,/Wit
hirew themselves . . ./And
in the hoty-:e
light after 14ht/Went out
. . . ." (XCV; 13-16) The stra
rpenens
which then fell u7on him made
him "bold to dwell/On doubts
that drive

tht_.

cc

(2,c7; 2-30)

t•ubt and

dwell eff.il
y with it was later to 1:ecc7e -fte

or.!:ertone of

Tennyson's affir7.ation, hut here the
poet, in not ftaring to tread
onward, ez- eliences a presence:

-The dead -an touched 7,e frcm the

rast,/;nd all at once it seem'd at last/
The living scul was flashed
on --eine." (XCV; 34-36)
Sections CI and CII feature the dcmestic
scene of Tennyson's
childhood as his family prepares to move
away from Somershy.

Sadness

prevails as the poet realizes that those
places dear to him will
"year by year . . . grow/Familiar to
the stranger's child." (CI;
19-20)

And as he prepares to leave, Tennyson
realizes, too, that

It is not only his boyhood home he
leaves behind--hut also the
scone cf th

:r.;ition of his friendship with Yallam.

Of these two

malor feee in his life, he says:
Theee two have striven half the day,
And each rrefers his separate cleim,
Peer rivals in a losing game,
That will not yield each other way.
I turn to go: `my feet are set
Tc leave the pleasant fields and farms;
They mix in one another's arms
To one pure image of regret. (CII; 17-24
)
Felief from the emoticnal upheaval
of the family's departure from
t' e:r oil le-e comes to Tennyson in
Section CIII through a dream
refferir.

hn contentment and hope.
-e-- 'c-,

(CII;

o

('T::

tfl a

-aZ-!ens -.41-lo "sang of what is wise arcs good.
"
- liens r,ng to a veiled statue, "cri which
, tho'

veiled,
"than flew

in this dream, pictured hi-,snif "

the poet.
n

At that time, --lenryon recounts,

,l'ov,/:,nd brought a summons fror the

ea." (CII;

-!

:nin 1 7.,-,ace to tt:e troulel Toe'„ offer:ne
him
a sn:fit]al :nce-nun:aticn--Loth hy the conno
tetions cr - eace

co7;leted faith which the dove represents
.

The poet's ,!ream

en e-n:
- 1 .:Ith a vision of the afterlife, leavi
ne him content in
.is

of death within the framework of ever-increesing

faith in a purposeful intelligence beyond earth
ly understanding.
The third Christras after Hallam'

death finds the family

relocated in a new home, and Tennyson feels
the peculiarity of the
Chs-istnas season:
(CV; 4)

"And strangely falls our Christmas-eve."

In the way that his "father's dust is left
alone," (CV; 5)

the poen intends to leave also excessive
grief:

"nc more shall

waywar-1 ncief abuse/The genial hour with
mask and mime." (CV; 910)
of the

now the roet is forward-looking, as seen by the
image
isin

sun:

"what lightens in the lucid east." (CV; 24)

Tennyson once again is able to see good
in nature, vividly
contrasting with his harsh denial irmediatel
y after Hallam's death.
He commands nature to "run out your meadu
red arcs, and lead/The
closing cycle rich in good." (CV; 27-28)

By emerging from his

deszair and recapturing the meaning of life,
Tennyson did not
abandon the Tremorv of Hallam.

Father, memory was In a new context

during the third Christmas celebration:
We keep the day. With festal cheer,
With books and music, surely we
Will drink to him, whate'er he
sing the songs he loved to hear.
(CVIT; 21-24)
in Section CXX, Terrynon reaffirms h!s. -clief
in the --ening
of life, 2eryine scientific theor
y that reduces man to a level with
mitre.

The poet reached this concluson, having "fong
ht with

eath." (2CK; 4)

T,
nnv59n thus 7;r.rs

:--ta-e as (in

extension of the supernatural
syste7, whatevor 2ts source of
power
and guidance. Pelieving thus
ly, the poet states his proposed deni
al
in the event scientific theo
ry olculd somehow becor-e fact:
Not only cunning casts in clay
:
Let Science prove we are, and
then
What matters Science untc men
,
At least to me? I would not
stay.
(CXX; 5-8)
Tennyson continues this thought
by expressing his intention to
he
guided by the inner man in spit
e of the acceptance of these alie
n
beliefs by "the wiser man," (CX
X; 9) saying: "I as born to
other
things." (CXX; 12)
Tennyson's knowledge and use of
the sciences (astronomy in
particular) is displayed in
Section CXXI. Here, science
and
doeesticity are correlated in
order to point tcward the supernat
-ral
aspects of life. First, Hesp
er (the evening star) aims eve
r a
domestic scene as night engu
lfs the land:
The team is loosen'd frOm the
wain,
The boat
drawn upon the shore;
Thou listenest to the closing
door,
And life is darken'd in the
brain.
(CXXI; 5-8)
Contrasting with the stillnes
s of the night is th

break of day

when "Brirht noel-A-10r" (CXXI;
9) --the morning star--appears
upon
the scene: "by thee The worl
d's great work is heard." (CX
X1; 10)
And rather than observing "the
closing door," Phoephor eternally
v;ews life at its beginning:
The market boat in one the
str-:,T,
And voices hail it from the
Thou hear'st the village ha7:.
clink
And see'et the moving of the .-,e
.

-

'ele the re.'enin;- er-e2 re.crnine

e real:zes that . ust as e,

eith hie cwn ilfe.

c:phor ere one in Venus, all

asee of his life are one:
Sweet HeFeer-Phosphcr, double nam
e
For what is one, the first,
the last,
Thou, like my present and my
past,
Thy place is changed: thou art
the same.
(CXXI; 17-20
Thus Tennyson has come to
realize that one's life has unity,
stability, and direction--thin
gs he now leelieves must come fro
m
a higher intelligence. The
poet continues the thought of one
ness
(of unity) in Section CXXII,
again using domestic imagery as his
vehicle. In this section,
the poet sees the soul's'
Journey as well
as nature to he "ore with
law." (CXXII; 8) Using the siel
ile
"like an inconsiderale boy,"
the pc:et unifies all, slipping "th
e
thceghee of life and death"
(CXXII; 1G) into one harmonious pat
tern.
In Section CXXVI, Tennyson
again describes the domestic
relationship of friendship whi
ch hound him to Hallam. He places
this relaticnchip in the rol
e of subject within a royal settin
g
in which "Love" is his "Lo
rd and 'Kin." (CXXVI; 1) The poe
t
here assures himself that
as long as "Love" is in complete com
mand,
"all is :ell." (CXXVI;
12) The cl- aractarization of "Love"
:n
Section CXXVI is an antith
esis of the subjugated role love
played
in the ;eet's record of his
early gr'ef and despair. Foveve
r, in
See-eipn -XX"III the alvent
of love to its higher state 7s re/
travPd.
Tt=yscp now marshal:: the
ccurse of love "that rose on etr
onger
...;:eee,rn--,elied when he rct
with Tcith." (CXXVI; 1-2) Th
cet
chcpsee the domestic teem com
rade to ,:,-ccrihr- the relations
hip
that one aspect of love has with
tec• other, saying that t! :s str
one

overce:._s death is "cc-rr_de of :le lrn
.e coarse of human things." ( XXVI; 3-4)

it sees

The poet, throunh re-

examination of the metamorphosis of love during the course of grief,
is led to the conclusion that love is multilateral, l,eing both
physical and supernatural while providing the route of access from
the earthly to the divine realm.
Again friendship is the carrier of the domestic theme in
Section CXXIX.

The strengthening of Tennyson's love for Hallam is

reiterated as the poet states his affirmation in unequivocal terms:
Dear friend, far off, ry lost desire,
Sc far, so near in woe and weal;
0 loved the most, when most I feel
There is a lower and a higher.
(CXXIX; 1-4)
Friendship here has taken on a Lro-det score.
1

Fa1.

chc.nned,

and though Tennyson loves him still, he no longer understands him,
finding his best friend loth "known and unknown; 1-uT-an and divine."
(CXXIX; 5)

The correspondence in this line between the "known" and

the "human" and letween the "unknown" and the "divine" restates
1
Tennyson's acquisitional process of affirmation of immortality and
a suprere power.

The positive view came to the poet by intu:tive

feeling rather than by knowledge and understanding.

This lack of

understanding, but not of faith, is aptly presented in the following
/1nesT

;•••

Strange friend, past, nresent, and to le;
Loved deeplier, darklier understoc4;
Behold, I dream a dream of good,
And mir7le all the world with thee.
(CXXIX; 9-12)
In ccncluding any study of Tennyson's affirmation of
c::.- (and in defining
that liath as a questioninn look towsrd a

- a' dire 7-:en hevond man), one must cr.:a7!ie., close
piJc.eand the Prologu

In :!emoriam.

_e!h
the

The Fi:ellogue w-eld

Zectic7 CXXXI11 hal Tennyson chosen to number thes
e introductcry
an' cor.cludinj sectiens, hut he did not.

Rater one feels that the

poet tocse to use them as covers on a hook:
in uni

.

to bring the whole together

Indeed, therein is abstracted the poet's philosophy
of life:

'There lives more faith in honest doubt,/ . .
. than in half the
creeds" (XCVI; 11-12) and "'Tis better to have
loved and lost/Than
never to have loved at all." (XXVII; 15-1
6)
Another sister's wedding prompted the writing of
the Epilogue,
which concludes the poem.

No better ccnclus;on could have been

chosen as a point of climax to Tennyson's search
for sustaining
erotic:nal strenc-th than the marriage ritual whic sign
h
ifies
fertility and gives place for its fulfillment.

In addition to

he

rarria7e theme denoting fertility, renewal
is also inherent as the
poet entreats the rcon to "touch with shad
e the bridal doors."
(Epilo- _e; 1-7)

Naturally this marriage brought to the noet's memory

a marriage thv--rted by death:
s:ster.

that of Hallam and yet ano,her

But the poet now feels a "bliss" not felt since "tha
t lark

dev" of three years past.

(Epilogue; 8, 10)

Emphasizing the poet's rebirth of interest in life
is the
following symbol of recovery from morbidity:
C happy hour, behold the bride
With him to Wnom her hand I gave.
They leave the porch, they pass the grave
That has te-lav its sunny side.
(Epilogue; 69-72)
Intensifying Tennyson's recovery is the line
:

"To-day the z;rave is

bright for me." (Epilogue; 73) The Ti-lo
ge is an admiseion hv

e 1,eet

" .- erel Is•lee.!, Lt lo-:e is more." (EpiicJue;
17)
;erit,d cf zlial,

reached a
somethiug

cr

"For

7

en:sen lac felt that Hallae, has
--_elf with these have grown/To

t'ean 'eefore." (7eilceue; 19-20)

Though Tennyson

eoes feel that he has grown also through life'
s painful experiences,
he knows he has not yet reached the peak
(and cannot as long as he is
bound by ,
T crtality).

The difference between Tennyson's state and

F.allam's--even on earth--is accentuated by the
idea the poet held
that Hallam was of "a nobler type/Appearing
ere the times were
re." (Epilogue; 138-130) The poet belie
ves the mystical concept
tl- at some aarthly births draw uton the vastn
ess of eternity for
're-existinz souls.

These souls, residing in fleshly terples,

provide "a closer link/Fetwixt us and the crown
ing race,"
(Epilogue; 121-1 28) according to Tennyson who
believes Hallam tc
have achieved his mortal greatness and his
present abode "in Cod"
(Epilogue; 140) because he was one of those
horn out of season.
The Frologue prordes an even Letter conclusion
to In
criam than does the Epilogue.

The Prologue is both a p:ayer

Fred an ackncwledsement of faith. ::an's
domestic earthly setting
and life are in vivid contrast to the wonde
r cf the unknown beyond.
The poet here scer7s to draw closer to Chris
tian dcctrine with his
e=ession of faith:
7trong Son of Ccd, ine:.crtal Love,
7-:cm we, that have not seen thy face,
Ey faith, and faith alone, embrace,
Pe7ivim7 where we cannot prove.
(Prologue; 1-4)
continue:: enut'erating various 1:cints in Chris
tian theology:
creation, "- ,eu eadest Life in man and brute
"; divne rower over

on the :3.-111";
net leave

cf an afterlife, "thcu

'n the duet"; and the ,luel nature of Christ, "thou

,it -an and divine." (Prologue; 6, 7-8,

13)

However, after

catalogine theLe tenets, the poet returns tc his own peculiar faith:
"There lives more faith in honest doubt. . . ." (XCVI; 11-12)
Tennyson's final affirmation did not come to him easily.
From the moment he heard of Hallam's death, he was in deep spiritual
and erroticnal trouble.

The friend on whom he had relied to soothe

the grcwing doubts and speculations brought about by the scientific
advances of the Victorian Age was no mere.

rot only had he lost

a beloved companion but also a wise counselor as well.

Tennyson,

though -Drought up in a religious family, simply did not have the
na-erowness of faith necessary for not questioning the justice of
his friend's death; therefore, he questioned to the extreme,
reachint, a comslete denial of any good in controlling forces.

From

this point, he rradually became insensitive to and impassioned
toward life.

it was at this stage in his emotional lourney that he

was ready to revitalize spiritually.
slowly emered, an

A growing belief in virtue

tie poet was able to find answers to those

questions which to him in his bitterness had seemed unanswerable.
Thus by the title Tennyson reached the third Christmas after Hallam's
death, the seeds of affirmation of an acceptable and workable faith
had been re -n,

nd tse poet was able to view the atIbiguities and

discrepancies of li:c within an overall context or design.

Tennyson

as never a-!- le to _eine, into locus a clear cut doctrine of reliklious
thought, but - atl.e! (es many thinl:crs lefore and since) he saw within
the div'ne :Ian a ee:d for a continuous nuest 'or an unreachable truth.

CONCLUSION

T. = initial chapter of this stud'; supports the thesi
s that
little invec -:i7azion has been made into the patte
rns of imagery in
In Memoria-.; inA'eed, no work exists deali
ng with the schematic use
of domestic i7agery in Tennyson's great elegy
.

Therefore, this study

was initiated for the purpose of examining
at length an aspect of
Tennyson's life style, the expression of which
he subtly incorporated
into the has:: foundation of his poem.

Domestic imagery gives

substance a7a cchesion to In Memoriam.
In

an elegy occasioned by the death of the poet's

friend, Arthur

allam. is essentially a spiritual odyssey propessing

through stE.7es from unrelieved despair toward
acceptance and
tentative affir-.ation of life as it 5s.

In this intellectual and

spiritual scfc-rn, Tennyson explored four malor
ambiguities which
were para-c-.:n7 in the Victorian intellectu
al climate:
indifference; faith/doubt; hope/despair; life/
death.

love/
These

dichotomies"
- a poet examined through the use of domestic inae
ry-domestic

ery which pervades the entire poem and significan
tly

enhances tb
and by m( :
In
home or

7cral meaning of the poem by rich connotative
meanings
ysical extension.
e
e, (2)

there are several types of imagery:

(1) the

Le hahd, (3) states of mind, (q) human relat
ions,

and (5) a c-)n -lemarate of highly diversifle
,1 Images u-el for the
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aeen :
2lerin{, a three year lee

-rief

od.

The home was the pivotal point of VT_ctcrian life, anel
especially so for Tenryeon, who f'unetione
capacity of a father-figure.

mere er less in the

This home, then, and its sheltered

life of scholarly and religious influences deeply affected both the
7cet personally and his composition of In Memoriam.

In the first

,).f his grief, it was a stabilizing influence to his sanity,
and during the dark and unrelieved period of emotional collapse,
ireees involvinz the hone appear vividly and frequently and are
alexe;t all of a sensory nature.
rie
ecene

Indirect proportion, as Tennl-son's

abates, the proliferation ef home images wanes.
resnte

Whereas the

th,= ,
:e-urity of a refuge in the early stares of

ferief, it successively served as the locale in which the poet feund
3olace and I,h'ch he uleCnately used as the point of departure for a
re-erereence into the business of life.

His re-entry into the main

szreee of life from the hone, however, does not indicate that the
influence of the home is not felt throughout the elegy.

Ireleed, it

is olvious that Tenn,-eon carries with him the intellectual and
epiri-aal values learned at home, values which enable !,in and sustain
as he onee again faces the vicissitudes of the active life.
As the poet reaches cut toward normality, hand svm1-o1ism
hecomes increesnelv obvieus and meaningful in that the Isend becomes
Tel_resentative of :enle duality of nature.
y'eee he hoes to be.

That

in,

whet man is and

Thie particular Imagery ie hoth pleasant end

u-;Jeasant to the reader In that it purveys desirable and urdrssiralle
ellotions; 'erte, r, the hands are representative of Lhat 71e*-ei

finally, c.

e

represeet 1.

i4e

of passivity.

explore and s7n-eoline three dimensions of love:
eros.

These three types of human emotion are

overlapped.
,nd

-

The clasped hand, tLe reaching hand,

and lead the poet through the transition from

denial to acceptance, and the syribol is highly appropriate since it
is the extends::: hand which symbolizes the fullness of love in its
three aspects.
The fullness of love, however, is not easily achieved, and
the poet must suffer in order to arrive at the necessary wisdom to
cortemplate thL3 loge In its entirety.

He mast consequently lourney

through the valley of despair and a center of indifference to arrive,
as It were,

- eventual understanding.

This spiritual and

essentially

'131 journey Was a particularly difficult one for

Tereyscn.

zoos throuEh three successive Christmas seasons; each

finds the :r.E.:7 less emotionally barren.

It was in his darkest period

of first gl'e" -..at the home sustained him, and it vas the emotional
stability

;.1- e intellectually and spiritually oriented household

that Tennyson -.., ned to for sustenance and for the expression of his
hitter grief.

:Inally, it is from this environment of religious

dcr-esticity t'.7- a: he reached out toward rational, emotional, and
seiritual rercf which were to galvanize him into an action both
7eeeine-rul an
er: ee(eile- ce

csnc;1 7atory.
1 ;fe.

Consolation ccres with the reaffirmation

This acceptance was not easily won.

:oct was infore:leo of Fallam's
aT

psycholo'y desolate.

(:- :(:t 'im

From

ath, he was cc otionally

The companion on whom he lied rel:ed to

deu'.)ts and specul,Itions concerning the materialistic

wt.2r1

7h•_

altLow:.

have

: :n the

traditior, id not

1.ave s :cent fa:th to ac(_el_t his friend':; .!eatn.

This lac'f, oc

faith ]ed him to a complete denial of any benevolent controllin, force.
From t'-.1.s state of denial, he passed through a state of insensitivity
and oriv ultimately arrived at a workable solution with which to
c-,:
_a-e lfe.

It is through an accrued belief in virtue that the poet

is alle to answer the questions which in his initial state of grief
were unanswerable.

Although Tennyson was never ahle to formulate a

concise doctrine of religious conduct, he did see :he importance of
and the absolute necessity for believing in a divine plan which
ran
nht ccn -ci,/ably glimpse if he persists in a continuous positive
search for the, in this life, unobtainable ultimate truth--a
truth
7,:n, :1.1e to his very rinite conditTon, can 1.Ercelve only
through the "glass darkly"--Lut "then face-to-face.-
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